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Abstract 

In the domain of automation and control systems, the increasing use of decentralization in 

system architecture and the exponential growth of control complexity are drastically shifting 

the traditional monolithic centralized control design paradigm towards the reconfigurable 

distributed control engineering approaches. This trend is also reflected in the development of 

the IEC 61499 standard for industrial process measurement and control systems.  

Although the IEC 61499 standard proposes an open, component-oriented, and platform-

independent software development framework for distributed automation and control systems, 

its industrial recognition and practice are quite limited due to the fact that apart from the 

design complexity of distributed systems, several core software engineering aspects of the 

standard are unfamiliar to most industrial practitioners and the new engineering paradigm’s 

practical benefits are unclear to them either. 

This thesis addresses these problems by proposing a model-driven engineering methodology 

for the modelling and generation of distributed automation intelligence. It is aimed to provide 

a high-level development approach of distributed control systems and the corresponding 

simulation model generation using IEC 61499. The prerequisites to achieve this goal are: a 

systematic modelling methodology, a flexible model generator, and a generic data exchange 

mechanism. In this thesis, automation and control systems are hierarchically modelled based 

on the concept of Intelligent Mechatronic Component (IMC). Each IMC is implemented as a 

set of IEC 61499 function blocks following the Model-View-Controller design pattern to 

enable closed-loop model simulation. To precisely synchronize the control logic distributed 

over the IMC hierarchy, the Time-Complemented Event-Driven control architecture is 

proposed. A knowledge-based model generator is developed to automate the generation of 

IMC models based on the design specifications of the automation and control systems. 

Finally, an XML-based mark-up language, IMCML, is designed to realize data unification 

among the heterogeneous tools and to support seamless data exchange during the proposed 

model-driven engineering process. 

A set of prototype tools has been developed to demonstrate the feasibility and efficiency of the 

methodologies presented in this thesis. The tool set includes an IMCML editor and an IMC 
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model generator for airport baggage handling systems, which can be easily extended and 

applied for the more general material handling systems. It has been shown that the ideas 

presented in this thesis are beneficial for existing development process and viable for 

practical industrial applications. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

The increasing demands on highly customized products with ever shorter lifecycles and lower 

prices in today’s market have accelerated the evolution of current manufacturing paradigm 

from the times of simple mass production for single product to advanced mass customization 

for diverse products [1]. Manufacturing companies are striving to satisfy these demands to 

remain competitive by continually improving their production systems’ efficiency and 

flexibility towards agile manufacturing, which results in the exponential growth of design 

complexity and the increasing needs of decentralization and reconfigurability in system 

architecture. This trend has been investigated by numerous surveys and studies. It has been 

identified that future manufacturing systems, and in a broader sense Automation and Control 

Systems (ACSs) [2], will be information-intensive, reconfigurable, decentralized, autonomous, 

and undertaken continuous adaptions to satisfy demands of rapidly changing markets [3-6]. 

Nowadays, despite the reconfiguration of existing ACSs is achievable at the hardware level 

by the rearrangement of modular mechatronic components with standardized functions and 

interfaces, significant amount of manual reprogramming is still necessary for the control 

devices [7]. The most widely adopted control devices today in ACSs are Programmable 

Logic Controllers (PLCs). The software architecture and programming languages for PLCs 

have been standardized as IEC 61131-3 [8] and are de facto development paradigm for 

current industrial control software. PLC programs are executed in a cyclic scan-based model. 
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During each scan cycle the sensor inputs are read first; then the control algorithms are 

executed in a predefined order; and finally the new output values are updated. While this 

predictable and deterministic execution semantics offers an intuitive way of specifying 

control logic, it also advocates a centralized control model and the use of global variables in 

control code as the primary mechanism of data exchange. These significantly restrict the 

control software’s reusability and reconfiguration thereof. As elucidated in [9], although PLC 

code could be modularized following the same modular structure as the mechanical system 

and then decentralized using networked PLCs, however, due to the use of global variables 

and the fixed execution order of the control modules, a simple reordering of the mechanical 

units is still likely to incur control redesign or reprogramming. Moreover, in PLC programs 

the control logic is often closely coupled with the hardware access methods. This hardware 

dependability considerably impedes the control software reusability as any change in the 

hardware interface will result in updating all the related control algorithms [10]. In 

conclusion, the structure of PLC control software is inconsistent with the functional structure 

of physical system and the support of structural programming in the PLC design paradigm is 

hardly [11].   

While the constrained control software reusability and reconfigurability reflects one 

inadequate aspect of the PLC paradigm for developing distributed control systems, deficiency 

regarding validation of control software is another one. It is well-known that in product 

development the earlier a design failure can be identified the cheaper the correction will be. 

In practice, however, this correlation between failure identification and the corresponding 

failure cost is very little reflected in existing PLC engineering procedures [12]. This is largely 

because of the bottom-up design approach used for the PLC control systems and the rare use 

of simulation during the development cycle [13]. At early PLC software development stages, 

one major problem is the shortage of testing options [14]. Due to the bottom-up design 

approach, validation of PLC control software at early stages is performed by using mock-up 

tests [15], where the control software of device or subsystem is tested individually and 

independently. In addition to the difficulty of reproducing the test conditions, mock-up tests 

are incomplete as the interaction between the target device or subsystem and the rest of the 

system is not considered. Consequently, significant part of the PLC control software testing is 

still needed at the late development stages and even after commissioning at the shop floor, 

such as the in-house Factory Acceptance Test and the on-site Site Acceptance Test. As a 
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result, fault identification and correction during these stages are prohibitively costly and time-

consuming, especially when the control systems are distributed and safety-critical.  

The aforementioned issues have motivated the applications of Model-Driven Development 

(MDD) paradigm [16] in the ACS domain regarding the control design and development [17-

19], simulation [13, 20, 21], and validation [22, 23] to improve the efficiency and reliability 

of the engineering process. The primary concerns of MDD are the modelling and the use of 

models as the main techniques for software development. The benefits of applying MDD 

approaches are manifold. First of all, the abstraction provided by the models improves the 

expressiveness of the domain concepts, which makes the design specifications easy to 

understand and hence less error-prone. Moreover, model abstraction and thereafter automatic 

code generation promote the software reusability as models can be modularized in a 

component-oriented way independent of underlying implementation technologies. Thirdly, 

executable models can be simulated throughout the development process. This enables the 

design validation at early development stages without any physical systems. It has been 

reported that for marine, automotive, and aerospace domains the development of ACSs using 

a MDD approach with simulation support has a 30% saving in development costs [24, 25].   

The abstractions provided by the existing IEC 61131-3 languages are quite primitive, which 

makes them inappropriate for system modelling. As the successor of IEC 61131, the IEC 

61499 standard [26] offers a more advanced modelling approach. The IEC 61499 standard 

establishes an open, component-oriented, and platform-independent software development 

framework for the Distributed Industrial-Process Measurement and Control Systems. Since 

the inception, the primary focus of IEC 61499 is to improve the deficiencies of the PLC 

design paradigm regarding the reusability, reconfigurability, interoperability, and distribution 

of the control software for complex distributed systems. The basic design artefact in IEC 

61499 is called Function Block. Each function block consists of a graphical event-data 

interface and a set of executable functional specifications. Function blocks can be 

interconnected into a network using event and data links to specify the entire control system. 

Execution of an individual function block in the network is triggered by the events it received 

rather than in a predefined fixed order. This well-defined event-data interface and the 

encapsulation of local data and control algorithms make a function block a standard-alone 

reusable functional unit of software and help improve the reconfiguration potential as 

compared to the PLC systems. Moreover, function block network can be easily partitioned 

and then distribute to control devices with various communication network topologies while 
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preserving the overall control logic’s execution semantics. Therefore, distributed control 

systems can be designed and reconfigured at system-level independent to the implementation 

platform and hardware topology. The preliminaries and features of the IEC 61499 standard 

will be further exemplified in Section 1.2.1.  

Since the ratification, the applicability of the IEC 61499 standard in ACSs has been actively 

investigated in a number of research projects including airport baggage handling systems [27, 

28], shoe manufacturing [29, 30], logistics and monitoring [31], mechatronics [32], motion 

control [33], automotive electronics [34], food processing [35], and smart grid [36, 37]. These 

case studies have confirmed many advantages of IEC 61499 over the mainstream PLC 

technologies based on IEC 61131-3 in terms of design and re-design efficiency, better 

interoperability, and higher reusability. However, the industrial recognition and practice of 

the IEC 61499 standard are still quite limited. This is mainly due to the fact that, apart from 

the design complexity of distributed ACSs, automation engineers are specialists in their 

particular industrial domains instead of in software engineering [18, 38-40],  therefore the 

majority of the industrial practitioners are unaware of or unfamiliar with most of the 

advanced software engineering methodologies and techniques that the IEC 61499 standard 

introduced into the ACS domain. Consequently, practical benefits of the new engineering 

paradigm are unclear to them either. 

In the subsequent sections, two representative examples demonstrating the corresponding 

practical industry challenges in current ACSs will be outlined. Then, the applicability of the 

IEC 61499 standard to these challenges will be generally discussed. The detailed solutions to 

these challenges as the main contributions of this thesis will be further elaborated in the 

remaining chapters. 

1.1. State-of-the-Art Industry Challenges 

This section exemplifies several industry challenges in existing PLC-based ACS development 

to which the author has been exposed. Two representative cases are used to illustrate these 

challenges regarding control modularization and distribution, application of MDD, precise 

control device synchronization, and control validation for PLCs. 
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1.1.1 High-Speed Packaging Machines with Modular Design 

The problems pertaining to automation of high-speed machines will be analysed using the 

SIDEL SL90 packaging machine [41] example. The machine is designed in a modular way 

for both the mechanical composition and the control system. The machine consists of a 

central carousel for conveying the containers and a set of labelling stations for attaching the 

labels. Each of the labelling stations equips with a dedicated on-board electrical cabinet 

including a PLC and related motion drives. Once the labelling station is mounted to the 

carousel, its local PLC will be automatically activated and acknowledged by the main PLC 

on the carousel. This modular design allows the SL90 packaging machine to be reconfigured 

manually on-site with simple operations, such as mounting different numbers and types of 

labelling stations at different locations, to adjust the labelling pattern and the labelling 

procedure according to the corresponding production requirements.  

In order to achieve the same modularity in the software development, a Unified Modelling 

Language (UML) [42] based MDD approach proposed in [43] has been demonstrated in a 

real project based on the SL90 packaging machine by the same research group. Firstly, the 

overall structure of the system is first modelled using UML class diagrams at a high 

abstraction level. Then, the behaviours of each component in the system are further detailed 

in UML state diagrams. Finally, the interaction protocols between the components are 

specified in UML sequence diagrams. These UML models are refined iteratively to the level 

of details sufficient for PLC code generation. The project, however, also revealed two issues 

of the proposed approach. First of all, it is challenging to generate high-quality human-

readable PLC code from the UML models, especially when the control system is complex 

and the generated PLC code involves extensive use of global variables. Secondly, as the 

UML models only provide a high-level abstraction of the control design, the generated 

control software can only be tested in the form of PLC code on the real machine.  

Apart from the challenges in the control design, another concern in the development of the 

packaging machines is the system performance. For example, currently the SL90 packaging 

machine can package up to 72000 bottles per hour. This number will be greater if the delay 

due to PLC scan cycle can be reduced. For PLC-based control systems, no matter how fast 

the control algorithms and I/O signals can be processed the input values changed in current 

scan cycle will only be available to the control program in the next scan. The system 

performance can be further improved if this unavoidable scan cycle can be eliminated. One 
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possibility is to use distributed event-driven control system. Each of the central carousel and 

labelling stations will have a dedicated controller. The time synchronization of the distributed 

control operations is therefore of crucial importance for the high-speed packaging.  

1.1.2 Airport Baggage Handling Systems 

Material handling systems as one of the most common subsystems of various ACSs play an 

important role in terms of system functionality and productivity. One representative example 

of such system is the Baggage Handling System (BHS) as the infrastructure for most airports’ 

intra-logistic systems. In general, existing design approaches for BHS typically begin with 

planning the topology of physical plant in a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) drawing, where 

the interconnections among the conveyor segments, the screening machines, and other BHS 

components are specified. Based on this mechanical structure, the control system is further 

configured to optimize the locations of PLCs and the corresponding wiring layout. Then, the 

prototype subsystems will be constructed in-house for mock-up testing of the respective 

control logics independently. At last, prior to final commissioning, considerable amount of 

site acceptance tests will be performed in the airport. 

The above design process of BHS has two main issues. First of all, despite the design 

flexibility provided by the modular machinery and the reconfigurable physical structure, the 

centralized architecture and the monolithic development of PLC software adversely 

constrains the reusability and reconfigurability of the overall design. Secondly, the validation 

of control software relies on physical systems and most tests must be conducted on site, 

which make the debugging process of control software difficult and time-consuming. 

Moreover, most airports are expanding and upgrading progressively over their entire lifetimes. 

It is therefore challenging to minimize the downtime costs incurred by the unavoidable and 

excessive on-site tests of current approaches. Some BHS companies also use simulations 

during the development process. However, these simulations are mainly used to validate, for 

example, the process logics and throughput metrics of the plant design. The control software 

still needs to be tested on physical systems.  

1.2. Applicability of IEC 61499 to Industry Challenges 

The IEC 61499 standard offers a higher-level abstraction as compared to the IEC 61131-3 

languages. Based on the extended function block concept, the IEC 61499 standard establishes 

a system-level approach [44] for designing distributed control systems, where different parts 
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of the system can be specified at different levels of abstraction. This section will first 

exemplify the fundamentals and the key features of the IEC 61499 standard. Then, the 

applicability of the IEC 61499 standard to the aforementioned industry challenges will be 

discussed. 

1.2.1 IEC 61499 Preliminaries 

The IEC 61499 architecture will be informally introduced in this section using a simple 

mechatronic model of the FESTO Distributing Station [45] presented in Figure 1. The system 

is composed of a Stack Magazine module, a Changer module, and a Control Console module. 

The main function of the Distributing Station is to transfer workpieces from the Stack 

Magazine to the downstream station using the suction cup on the rotary drive of the Changer.  

 

Figure 1. FESTO Distributing Station: (a) Stack Magazine, (b) Changer, and (c) Control Console Module.  
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The control system of the Distributing Station can be modelled as a network of IEC 61499 

function blocks following the same mechanical composition as illustrated in Figure 2, where:  

 The StackMagazineControl function block encapsulates the control logic of the Stack 

Magazine to push the lowest workpiece in the magazine to the mechanical stop; 

 The ChangerControl function block controls the Changer to pick up and then transfer 

the workpiece at the mechanical stop to the downstream station; and,  

 The DistributingStationControlCoord function block receives commands from the 

Control Console and then coordinates the operations of the StackMagazineControl 

and the ChangerControl to transfer all the workpieces inside the magazine to the 

downstream station one after the other. 

 

Figure 2. A Function Block Control Implementation for the Distributing Station. 

Within the network, interactions among different function blocks are realized by connecting 

the event and data ports on the interfaces of the corresponding function blocks. The function 

block interface comprises a head and a body as indicated in Figure 3. The head holds all the 

event inputs and outputs while the body contains all the data inputs and outputs. Event and 

data ports can be further associated in a way that whenever an event occurs the values of the 

associated data ports will be updated. When a function block receives an event, the 

corresponding control logic will be executed. In IEC 61499, control logics can be specified in 
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one of three forms depending on the function block’s type. There are three types of function 

blocks defined in the standard: basic function block, composite function block, and service 

interface function block (SIFB). All types of function block have the same interface structure. 

 
Figure 3. Interface of the StackMagazineControl Function Block. 

In a basic function block, the control logics are defined in an Execution Control Chart (ECC), 

which is a state machine as exemplified in Figure 4 below.  

 

Figure 4. Execution Control Chart (ECC) of the StackMagazineControl Function Block. 

In IEC 61499 parlance, a state is referred to as an Execution Control (EC) state. The initial 

EC state of an ECC is represented as a double-outlined rectangle. Apart from the initial state, 

each EC state may be associated with zero or more EC actions, which contain an algorithm 

and/or an output event. Algorithms in IEC 61499 can be written in any of the PLC languages 

defined in IEC 61131-3. The transition condition of an EC state is specified in the EC 
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transition, whose condition consists of an input event and a predicate over the data inputs and 

outputs. The evaluation of an EC transition is triggered by the occurrence of corresponding 

event. When a state transition occurs, algorithms in the associated EC actions of the post-

transition EC state will be executed and the corresponding output events will be issued. 

Basic function blocks can be connected with other types of function blocks into a network as 

demonstrated in Figure 2. This function block network can be further encapsulated by an 

interface to form a composite function block. Hence, the control logics of a composite 

function block are defined by the composition of the constituent function blocks. Both basic 

and composite function blocks can be provided in a “black-box” form, namely the service 

interface function block, where the implementation details are hidden.  

On the other hand, basic, composite, and service interface function blocks can be connected 

to form a network that does not possess explicit external interface. This network forms the 

top-level design artefact in the IEC 61499 hierarchy known as application. By adding 

deployment details, such as control device layout and communication network topology, to 

the application, a deployable system configuration is created. For example, Figure 5 

demonstrates a possible system configuration for the Distributing Station’s IEC 61499 

application shown in Figure 2, where each of the control function blocks is deployed to a 

remote control device over an Ethernet network.  

 

Figure 5. A System Configuration for the Distributing Station. 
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Due to the event-driven control model and the explicit event connections among function 

blocks, the execution semantics of the distributed function block application is independent to 

the specific number and topology of the control devices. As a result, system development can 

be achieved in a high-level platform-independent form using function block applications. 

1.2.2 Towards Industry Challenges: Applicability and Issues of IEC 61499 

The industry challenges exemplified in Section 1.1 can be further summarized as: 

 Needs of a top-down MDD approach for distributed ACSs based on reconfigurable 

and reusable modular control software; 

 Distributed event-driven control with precise time synchronization mechanism; and, 

 New validation approach allowing the control software to be tested throughout the 

development stages without the presence of physical plant set-up and the need to re-

implement the control logics in the target control platforms.  

As illustrated in Section 1.2.1, the hierarchical modular structure and the intuitive graphical 

event-data interface of the IEC 61499 standard provide a promising foundation to address the 

challenges listed above. First of all, the IEC 61499 function block architecture provides an 

optimal equilibrium between implementation details and high-level abstraction. Design of the 

control system can be specified at a high level while the actual executable control logic can 

be directly coded in the same architecture. Together with the modular hierarchical structure, 

the IEC 61499 provides a flexible means of modelling for MDD approaches. Secondly, the 

event-driven execution semantics of IEC 61499 is, in general, more close to the natural 

operational behaviours of the controlled plants, which eliminates the need of cyclic scan and 

therefore provides the potential to improve the control system’s performance. Thirdly, IEC 

61499 function blocks are executable specifications of functionality. Simulation models of 

the plant can be developed in the same architecture as the control logics. It is, therefore, 

feasible and practical to perform closed-loop simulation-based tests of the control logics 

throughout the development process.  

In order to successfully apply the IEC 61499 technology to the aforementioned industry 

challenges, several issues must be further addressed:  
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 As the foundation of a MDD approach, a systematic modelling methodology for 

ACSs using IEC 61499 function blocks must be proposed. The function block models 

must be reusable and reconfigurable with the support of closed-loop model simulation; 

 Implementation of precise time synchronization must be incorporated into current IEC 

61499 control design; 

 An efficient model generation approach must be developed as the essential part of the 

MDD process so that the automation engineers can focus on the domain-specific 

design instead of the low-level implementation details; and, 

 The proposed MDD approach must be adapted to existing ACS development process, 

which involves heterogeneous tools and file formats. Therefore, a generic data 

exchange mechanism must be proposed to support the entire development process. 

1.3. Research Contributions 

The primary goal of this thesis is to propose a systematic model-driven engineering 

methodology for the modelling and generation of distributed automation intelligence. It is 

aimed to provide a high-level development approach for distributed ACSs using IEC 61499 

function blocks. The challenges and open issues described in the previous sections will be 

addressed through the following main contributions of this thesis: 

 A systematic pathway for closed-loop modelling of distributed ACSs using IEC 61499 

function blocks. This thesis first introduces a formal definition of the Intelligent 

Mechatronic Component (IMC) [46] concept, which establishes the foundation for 

developing reusable and reconfigurable distributed control software for ACSs. A 

pathway for implementing this IMC concept using IEC 61499 function blocks is then 

proposed, where each IMC is implemented following the Layered Model-View-

Controller pattern [47]. Each implementation consists of a set of function blocks 

including a control function block encapsulating the control logic, a model function 

block simulating the properties and behaviour of the physical plant, and a view 

function block for visualization. These function blocks are connected in a closed-loop 

manner, which allows the control logic to be directly tested through simulation. IMCs 

can be further assembled following the physical structure to form the final system 

where simulation of the entire control system can be performed; 
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 A novel control architecture unifies the time-driven and event-driven control models 

for designing distributed control logic. This thesis proposes a new control architecture 

to improve the overall control performance and to provide a precise synchronization 

mechanism for distributed control devices. Foundations of this symbiosis are the IEC 

61499 standard providing the event-driven distributed control architecture and the 

IEEE 1588  Precision Time Protocol [48] establishing the basis for highly accurate 

time synchronization. The merits of this new control model are analytically derived 

and demonstrated in a reference implementation; 

 A knowledge-based IMC model generation methodology for the automatic generation 

of closed-loop simulation model. As an essential part of the MDD approach, a model 

generator has been developed to automate the generation of closed-loop IMC models 

from high-level system specifications. In particular, this model generator first parses 

in the plant topology of an ACS and then generates the corresponding control and 

simulation model according to the domain specifications and user requirements. The 

generated closed-loop simulation models are syntactically and semantically correct; 

 A generic data exchange format supporting information exchange in a heterogeneous 

tool landscape. The proposed model-driven engineering process involves different 

tools and file formats. To enable the seamless interoperability of the heterogeneous 

tools, an XML-based generic data exchange mechanism is proposed. This allows the 

data produced at various development stages to be unified in a central place to reduce 

the needs of complex data interfaces between individual software tools and to prevent 

the information lose due to various model transformations; and, 

 A case study to evaluate the proposed model-driven development approach based on 

IMC. The developed tool chain and proposed engineering methodology have been 

applied to a prototype airport baggage handling system. This experiment demonstrates 

the viability of the proposed approach and techniques for solving the practical issues. 

1.4. Thesis Organization 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the literature related to this 

work. First of all, the existing MDD approaches for ACSs are reviewed together with the data 

exchange mechanisms available to support the MDD process. Existing function block model 

generation approaches are also outlined and discussed. Then, a brief introduction of event-
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driven and time-driven control models is presented with the current implementation of time 

synchronization in IEC 61499.  

Chapter 3 starts with the introduction of the Intelligent Mechatronic Component (IMC) 

concept. Then the formal model of IMC is elaborated. The IEC 61499 implementation of this 

IMC concept following the Layered Model-View-Controller design pattern is also presented. 

A reference case-study is then illustrated to demonstrate the design pathway and its 

portability to different IEC 61499 tools. 

In Chapter 4, the proposed Time-Complemented Event-Driven (TCED) control architecture is 

elaborated. First of all, the formal description of this new architecture is presented with a 

Petri net model to illustrate its dynamic behaviour. Then analytical models of the TCED and 

other control architectures are derived to compare their performance metrics. At last, the IEC 

61499 implementations of this TCED control architecture are elucidated and exemplified 

using a generic sorting machine example. 

Following that, Chapter 5 presents the proposed knowledge-based IMC model generation 

methodology. Firstly, the formal models representing the semantic knowledge and the 

transformation rules are presented. Then, the details of the model generation process are 

elaborated. The generic data exchange format, Intelligent Mechatronic Component Mark-up 

Language, for storing the data required and generated during the proposed MDD process is 

presented in Chapter 6.  

Then in Chapter 7, a case study illustrating the application of the proposed MDD approach 

and the tool chain developed in this thesis is presented. In particular, practical benefits of the 

IMC MDD approach and the tool chain are discussed. This thesis is finally concluded in 

Chapter 8 with some closing perspectives and research directions for future work. 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

In Chapter 1, the issues of applying MDD approach for ACSs using IEC 61499 function 

blocks that will be addressed in this thesis have been outlined. This chapter reviews some of 

the existing works related to these issues. 

First of all, existing MDD approaches and tools for ACSs will be surveyed. Most of these 

approaches investigate the overall modelling approaches of the control software. Others, on 

the other hand, focus on the specific stages of the MDD process, such as control code 

generation. Moreover, different data exchange mechanisms as the base to support model 

transformation will also be reviewed. As the control logics will be implemented as IEC 

61499 function blocks, a survey of different block-based model generation approaches will 

be provided as well.  

The event-driven and time-driven control models will be briefly introduced to provide the 

basics for understanding their complementary nature. Existing literature regarding the 

application of time-driven logic in IEC 61499 is also provided. This chapter will conclude 

with remarks on the research motivations of this thesis. 
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2.1. Model-Driven Development Approaches for Automation and Control 

Systems 

In general, existing MDD approaches adopts the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) proposed 

by the Object Management Group [49]. The essential of MDA is to decouple implementation 

details from design specifications. In MDA, three classes of models are used to specify a 

system. First of all, a Computation Independent Model (CIM) is created to define the use 

cases of the system and to provide the common modelling vocabulary for the subsequent 

models. Then the system is specified in the Platform Independent Model (PIM), which is a 

high-level abstraction of the system without consideration of the implementation platform. 

The PIM is further elaborated with the implementation details for the target platform, which 

results in the Platform Specific Model (PSM). Finally, the concrete implementation, such as 

source code, can be automatically generated from the PSM. The concepts, structures, and 

semantics used to specify the PIM and the PSM are defined in their corresponding meta-

models. Figure 6 schematically depicts the basics of the MDA. 

 

Figure 6. Basics of Model Driven Architecture. 

In the ACS domain, earlier attempts at the applications of MDD focus on the building of 

PSM and the control code generation. Tranoris and Thramboulidis proposed a CORFU MDD 

process for distributed control systems based on UML and IEC 61499 in [50, 51]. The 

process starts with capturing the system requirements in UML use case diagrams. Then the 

dynamic behaviour of the system is further specified in UML sequence diagrams. Finally, the 

actual functions of components in the system are defined in UML class diagrams manually, 

from where the corresponding IEC 61499 function block network is generated following 
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predefined transformation rules. As an early attempt to apply MDA in IEC 61499 application 

development, meta-modelling of the IEC 61499 constructs is not considered in these works. 

Dubinin and Vyatkin further elaborates the model transformation process and rules from 

UML models to IEC 61499 applications in [52, 53], where a new language called UML-FB 

has been proposed. Panjaitan and Frey illustrated similar work in [54] with more details on 

transformation rules regarding basic function block’s ECC and the composition of function 

blocks. In general, these works often involve customized UML profiles, in which the 

mappings between UML design artefacts and IEC 61499 constructs are defined. These UML 

profiles hereby become the meta-models for modelling IEC 61499 applications in UML. 

In the IEC 61131-3 research community, Vogel-Heuser et al. demonstrated the applicability 

of MDD process for the IEC 61131-3 PLC development using UML models in [55]. In 

additional to the PLC code generation, the UML models are also used to specify the control 

system’s architecture and the mappings between software and hardware components. Similar 

works were also reported in [21, 56, 57]. Thramboulidis and Frey further proposed a MDD 

process, which uses PIMs specified in SysML to close the gap between high-level system 

specifications and the concrete control system design based on IEC 61131-3 in [58, 59]. 

Similar work can also be found in [60] for IEC 61499. 

The development of ACSs is a complex process involving a diverse range of domain-specific 

knowledge, technologies, standards, and methodologies. To fully apply the MDA, it is 

therefore beneficial to have a central metal-model unifying all the required domain specific 

aspects and express them in a PIM [25, 61]. Different tools can then be used to transform the 

PIM into the target PSMs. This idea has been well demonstrated in MDD tools for embedded 

systems. For example, GeneralStore [62, 63] provides an integration environment for MDD 

tools, where a central UML meta-model is used to couple domain-specific models from, for 

example, MATLAB/Simulink and ARTiSAN Real-Time Studio. Appropriate generators are 

used to transform the central UML model to corresponding platform-specific code. Similarly, 

ModelBus [64, 65] proposed a service infrastructure and the ModelBus protocol to integrate 

heterogeneous MDD tools and their data formats.  

In the ACS domain, numerous efforts are being carried out towards the aforementioned MDD 

approaches. The AutomationML [66, 67] defines a generic data exchange mechanism to 

support the interoperability among various manufacturing engineering tools. The foundation 

of AutomationML is the Computer-Aided Engineering eXchange (CAEX) file format defined 
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in the IEC 62424 standard [68]. CAEX establishes a flexible object-oriented meta-model for 

data storage, where static object information can be structured and correlated. AutomationML 

further specifies concrete usages of the CAEX concepts for manufacturing plant engineering. 

The plant topology is defined using basic CAEX constructs. The geometry, kinematics, and 

control logic of each plant object are stored in their specific file formats. For example, in the 

current version of AutomationML, geometry and kinematic data are stored in COLLADA [69] 

file and control logic is specified in PLCopen XML [70]. These data are then integrated into 

AutomationML using the linking mechanism provided by CAEX. As a result, all the required 

domain-specific views of the plant are unified in the AutomationML model. Similarly, in the 

field of industrial control systems, Estevez and Marcos proposed an XML-based Industrial 

Control System Description Language in [17] to consolidate the modelling methodologies 

used to support the development phases. In their approach, three domain-specific views have 

been identified to describe an industrial control system, including control engineering, 

electrical engineering, and software engineering. These domain views and their relationships 

are consolidated in a single XML file. Later this approach has been further extended in [71, 

72], where CAEX is used to define the language’s syntax and MathML [73] is used to specify 

the composition rules.  

While the above two works address the data unification aspect of MDD for ACSs, more 

works focus on the meta-modelling and model integration aspects. One characteristic concept 

in these works is to encapsulate the hardware and software models of an ACS into a single 

PIM, which can be further reused by composition to form more complex PIMs. In particular, 

the software model is structured following the mechanical and functional structure of the 

hardware model. This PIM provides all the necessary domain-specific information for 

developing the ACS. For example, Bonfè et al. first considered the idea of combining 

mechanical and electrical devices with corresponding control software as a unified functional 

component called Mechatronic Object [74]. Complex industrial automation systems can be 

built by using these mechatronic objects in an object-oriented way. In particular, function 

blocks from both IEC 61131-3 and IEC 61499 were used to encapsulate the control software 

into reusable modules. Based on the mechatronic object concept, object-oriented modelling 

techniques, such as UML and SysML, were applied to facilitate the entire engineering 

process of industrial control systems, such as requirement specification, design verification, 

control development, and so on [43, 75-80]. Later, Fantuzzi et al. proposed a set of design 

patterns used to translate the above UML models into PLC code [81-83], which improves 
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portability of the control software. On the other hand, Lobov et al. investigated the principles 

and procedure for translating the UML models to formal models in [84].  

Vyatkin et al. proposed the notion called Automation Object in [85, 86] as an abstraction 

unifying a mechatronic component, an embedded control device, and a software component. 

When designing a new ACS, corresponding automation objects are selected from a 

knowledge repository and then hierarchically composed following the physical structure. The 

resultant automation object becomes the central knowledge base for subsequent MDD phases. 

One significant contribution of the automation object concept is to embed and distribute 

software intelligence along with the hardware component. A variety of languages, 

technologies, and standards are considered in the automation object. For example, system-

level modelling is enabled using UML; layout of the ACS is captured in CAD drawing; and 

control logic is specified using IEC 61499. Lastra et al. introduced additional semantics for 

the automation object reference model in [87-89] to standardize a way of describing different 

models of automation objects or the so-called infomechatronic devices [90].  

The automation object notion is later evolved and referred to as Intelligent Mechatronic 

Component (IMC) in [91], where the closed-loop modelling methodology and corresponding 

model transformation approaches are introduced. Each IMC is internally organized following 

the Model-View-Controller (MVC) design pattern [47]. Different IMCs interact with each 

other through their signal interfaces. From the IMC model different PSMs can be further 

created. For instance, Matlab/Simulink is used to create the hybrid model capturing both 

continuous and discrete dynamics of the IMC; IEC 61499 is used to model the executable 

behaviour, which can be later deployed to the control devices directly; and the Net 

Condition/Event System (NCES) formalism [92, 93] is adopted to define the IMC’s formal 

model for formal verification.  

Sünder et al. presented a similar idea in [11], where the Automation Component concept as a 

variant of automation object is proposed. The focus of automation component is the universal 

component interface and unified hierarchical architecture allowing flexible reconfiguration of 

ACSs. This automation component model is later adopted and extended in the MEDIEA 

project [18, 40, 94], which aims to develop a meta-design architecture allowing domain-

specific knowledge to be expressed in its native form and then unified into the generic 

automation component model. Thus, model transformation is reduced to the bidirectional 
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transformation between the automation component as a central PIM and the PSMs. In 

MEDIEA, IEC 61499 is used as the modelling and programming language for the control. 

Thramboulidis introduced the Model-Integrated Mechatronics paradigm in [95]  for the 

model-driven concurrent engineering of ACSs. The core of this paradigm is the Mechatronic 

Component construct, which is the composition of a mechanical part, an electronic part, and a 

software part. The MDD process following this paradigm starts with the modelling of 

mechatronic components in the mechatronic layer, which is vertically projected to the 

application layer for modelling the control software; the resource layer for modelling the 

control system infrastructure; and finally the mechanical process layer for modelling the 

mechanical composition. The UML profile introduced in [50, 51] is used to support this 

MDD process to generate the control application developed in IEC 61499 function blocks. A 

similar MDD idea has also been implemented in the AUKOTON research project [96-98]. In 

AUKOTON, the proposed UML Automation Profile is used to unify the domain knowledge 

into a platform independent functional model, from which PLCopen control code is generated. 

Leitão et al. proposed the adaptive holonic control architecture (ADACOR) based on the 

holonic manufacturing paradigm for designing distributed intelligent control systems [99-

101]. In ADACOR, a manufacturing component, which can be a physical resource or a logic 

entity, is represented as a holon. Each generic ADACOR holon comprises a physical resource 

and a logical control device. These holons can be composed following the manufacturing 

system’s physical structure. ADACOR applies the agent-based technology to implement the 

holon concept to achieve modularity, decentralization, and reconfigurability. The 

development of this agent-based control system starts with building a High-level Petri net 

model to formally validate the structural and behavioural specifications [102, 103]. With this 

formal model, the control logic can be simulated, visualized, reconfigured, and deployed [104, 

105]. Similar approaches using formal languages, such as NCES, to assist the control 

development can be found in [106-111]. On the other hand, Barata et al. investigated the 

applications of evolvable production system paradigm using the proposed CoBASA multi-

agent architecture [112-114]. In particular, the concept called “agentification” [115] has been 

introduced to extend a physical manufacturing component with agent skills, such as 

negotiation, contracting, and servicing.  

This thesis, as a continuation of the IMC research, further provides the formal description of 

the IMC architecture and its hierarchical composition rules. An Intelligent Mechatronic 
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Component Mark-up Language (IMCML) as an extension to CAEX is proposed to support 

the IMC MDD approach. In addition to plant topology, control logic, and visualization data, 

design patterns and model generation semantics are also stored in IMCML.  

2.2. Function Block Model Generation Approaches 

The engineering flow for most ACSs initiates with specifications of the system requirements 

involving the design of certain physical layout. For example, in plant engineering plant 

topology is the starting point of the design flow [66] and in process control engineering the 

Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams (P&IDs) [68] are the source of requirements [58]. As a 

result, all the IMC, MEDIEA, model-integrated mechatronics, and AUKOTON MDD 

approaches starts with transforming the physical or mechanical structure of the system as the 

initial design specifications into their corresponding PIMs. Other domain-specific 

requirements and specifications are further unified into these PIMs based on the physical 

structure. This incremental refinement process can be achieved through a series of model 

transformations. However, transformation from the design specifications in the PIM to a PSM 

is mainly achieved manually. There is no existing codified rule to automated this work in 

current ACS industry [116]. Therefore, appropriate means, such as patterns, templates, and 

rules, must be systematically defined to guide the transformation process. In the context of 

IMC, this transformation knowledge regards the automated selection, configuration, and 

especially the composition of IMCs based on the layout and functional specifications. 

Beyond the domain of ACS, the IMC modelling approach can be classified as a port-based 

modelling paradigm [117, 118]. The emphasis of port-based modelling is the use of port as 

the means to eliminate direct dependencies between models [119]. For example, in IMC the 

input and output signal interfaces, or ports, specify the intended interactions with the 

environment. The connections between ports explicitly define the interactive relations 

between IMCs. One important aspect of port-based modelling paradigm is to associate both 

syntactical type information and semantic knowledge with the ports to formally define their 

interoperability and compatibility. For instance, Stein proposed the concept called Composite 

Port in [120] as an encapsulation of functionally related ports. Composite ports are defined as 

complementary input-output port pairs. Two composite ports are said to be complementary if 

both the number and types of their constituent ports are identical. To ensure the 

interoperability, only complementary ports can be connected. In order words, the composite 

port provides the same level of semantic knowledge as Adapter Interface defined in IEC 
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61499. A similar concept has also been reported in [121, 122]. Liang and Paredis further 

introduced the Port Ontology to formally specify port-level semantic knowledge in the form 

of attributes in [123].  

The port-level semantics facilitates the model composition process by ensuring the 

interoperability of two connected ports. However, a model can have multiple ports of the 

same type, each of which is used for different purpose. To differentiate the usage of each port 

and hereby to specify the overall applicability of the model, model-level semantic knowledge 

must be provided. According to [124], model-level semantics usually specifies two classes of 

knowledge: structural preconditions and behavioural preconditions: 

1. Structural preconditions specify the required types and configurations of components 

in the structural description of a system to which the model can be applied; and, 

2. Behavioural preconditions are used to determine the model’s configurable properties, 

such as the initial value or usage of a port in a particular setting. 

This thesis will use the concepts of port-level and model-level semantics to systematically 

define the domain-specific knowledge required to automate the model transformations during 

the IMC MDD process. A model generator based on such transformation knowledge will be 

prototyped as well.  

2.3. Event-Driven and Time-Driven Control Models  

The time-driven and event-driven models are two fundamental design paradigms of control 

systems. In general, with a time-driven model the autonomous progression of time triggers 

the execution of prescheduled control computations or periodic actions; while with an event-

driven model, control computations or actions are triggered by the occurrences of events. The 

temporal and synchronous nature of time-driven model helps guarantee the deterministic 

behaviour and the required performance of the control applications. On the other hand, the 

sporadic and adaptive nature of event-driven model can more efficiently and effectively 

handle asynchronous external stimuli. The event-driven control is in general considered 

having better overall system performance than traditional time-driven control [125, 126] due 

to its ability to react immediately to events that change the state of the controlled system. In 

other words, the event-driven model saves the time and resources spent on communication 

and computation when no significant change in the system has occurred.  
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In industrial automation domain, the time-driven model has been partially reflected in the 

PLC programming standard IEC 61131-3 in the form of periodic tasks that can complement 

main PLC cycle. The IEC 61499 standard, on the other hand, is based on the event-driven 

control model. While several works re-introduce the scan-based PLC semantics back to the 

event-driven architecture for the purposes of backwards compatibility, e.g. Lastra et al. [127, 

128] and Yoong et al. [129], and the migration of existing PLC code to IEC 61499, e.g. 

Gerber and Hanisch [130], Wenger et al. [131], and Dai and Vyatkin [132], however no work 

is known to the author on implementation of time-driven control in the IEC 61499 context.  

The combination of generic time-driven and event-driven control models has been previously 

studied by Paoli et al. in [133], where they proposed a unified control model. The core 

concepts of the unified control model are: 

 The decoupling of control model and the actions to be controlled through the 

introduction of reactive agent and control machine; and, 

 The integration of event-driven and time-driven control models using planning 

machine and control machine. 

A reactive agent is an encapsulation of atomic control actions that it can execute. The actions 

to be executed depend on the agent’s status and the commands it received. The commands are 

generated and dispatched to agents by a time-driven control machine (TDCM) based on a 

command timeline. This timeline is scheduled by an event-driven planning machine (EDPM) 

according to the external events it received from the environment and the agents. This unified 

control model illustrates the complementary nature of the event-driven and time-driven 

control semantics in a centralized configuration.  

This thesis proposes a time-complemented event-driven (TCED) control architecture that 

extends Paoli’s model to the case of component-based and distributed control for the IMC 

architecture. In particular, a formal description of Paoli’s model and the extended semantics 

for hierarchical control composition are provided. Implementation of the TCED control 

architecture is based on the IEC 61499 architecture with the component synchronization 

realized by the IEEE 1588 PTP. The applications of the IEEE 1588 PTP to industrial 

automation systems was first introduced by Harris in [134], where general comparisons 

between scan-based control and time-driven control were theoretically discussed through a 

schematic example. The comparison result conforms to the claim of this thesis that time-
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driven control has much better performance than scan-based control and can be used to 

reduce the necessity of event transmission in an event-driven control. However, Harris did 

not provide a concrete implementation of the control example and the realization of proposed 

time-driven control is unclear. In this thesis, the effects of control models on the control 

performance are compared analytically. Moreover, concrete implementations of the IEEE 

1588 PTP are provided. 

2.4. Remarks 

The survey presented in the previous sections outlines the current state-of-the-art in MDD 

approaches for ACSs. Numerous efforts have been made to apply the IEC 61499 standard in 

the MDD process for ACSs. 

A prominent feature that is lacking is the automatic model transformation from the design 

specifications captured in a platform independent model (e.g. IMC model) to the platform 

specific models (e.g. IEC 61499 applications). As mentioned in Section 2.2, to achieve this 

goal, formal specification of the platform independent model and systematic representation of 

the model transformation semantics are compulsory. Thus, this thesis will extend the state-of-

the-art by proposing a formal model of the IMC concept and a knowledge-based model 

generation approach using port-level and model-level semantics. To support the IMC MDD 

process, a generic data exchange format will also be proposed. A prototype tool will be used 

to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach. On the other hand, the issue of 

precisely synchronizing the distributed control logic in the hierarchical IMC model will also 

be addressed in this thesis.  
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Chapter 3. IEC 61499 Function Block Implementation of 

Intelligent Mechatronic Component  

The modelling approaches and the reuse of existing models are two fundamental factors 

directly affect the efficiency of the entire Model-Driven Development (MDD) process. To 

fully attain the potential of MDD, appropriate modelling methodology and design pathway 

that are close to the nature of the problem domain must be adopted. This chapter will 

introduce the modelling methodology and the corresponding model-integrated development 

framework for ACSs used in this thesis. First of all, the concept of Intelligent Mechatronic 

Component (IMC) and its formal description will be presented. IMCs provide the basis of a 

hierarchical component-based architecture for the closed-loop modelling of ACSs, where 

existing models can be easily and effectively reused to compose new models. This chapter 

will then elaborate the IEC 61499 function block implementation of IMCs. In particular, the 

model design pattern and the modelling pathway will be clarified and demonstrated using the 

Distributing Station example introduced in Section 1.2.1. This chapter will finally conclude 

with a discussion of the portability and reusability of the function block implementation of 

IMC with different development tools. 
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3.1. Intelligent Mechatronic Component 

Currently, one clear research trend in automation software design is to organize the control 

architecture following the same mechanical or functional structure of the plant, where 

complex components are hierarchically composed from simpler components through 

standardized mechanical interfaces. This idea led to new modular design architecture for 

ACSs based on the composition of some conceptual artefacts. Each of such artefacts is an 

abstraction unifies, in general, the following items: 

 Mechatronic component: a physical functional device with sensors, actuators, and 

electronic circuits; 

 Embedded control device: a computing device with interfaces to the sensors, actuators, 

and networks; and, 

 Software components: a set of data, algorithms, and control functions implementing 

the automation intelligence for the controlled mechatronic component.  

Depending on the emphasis of different research works, there are many variants of this 

artefact concept, such as Intelligent Mechatronic Component (IMC) [46, 91], Automation 

Object [86-88], Automation Component [11, 94], Mechatronic Component [95], and 

Mechatronic Object [74, 75]. In the rest of this section, a formal description of the IMC 

modelling architecture will be presented, which provides a formal background for the model-

driven engineering framework using IMCs and the model generation methodology introduced 

later in Chapter 5. 

3.1.1 Formal Definition of IMC Modelling Architecture 

The formal definition of the IMC modelling architecture will be elaborated following a top-

down approach as far as appropriate. Firstly, top-level entities are formally defined as tuples. 

Then, definitions of the tuple elements will be provided further down in this section. 

An IMC repository, , is a collection of the software components provided by the IMC. 

Definition 3.1. IMC repository: 

〈 , , 〉 

where: 
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 ST is a set of semantic port types supported by the IMC;  

 MT is a set of functional module types provided by the IMC; and, 

 AT is a set of IMC application types. 

In IMC, a semantic port type is a predefined collection of functionally related ports, which 

can be later instantiated and associated with functional modules or IMC applications. Before 

the semantic port type can be defined, the port concept in IMC must be defined first. 

Definition 3.2. Port: a port, , is a 3-tuple defined as: 

〈 , , 〉 

where: 

 pn is a port name;  

 APV is a set of all possible values the port can have; and, 

 pv is the value assigned to the port, ∈ . 

A semantic port type, , is characterized by its constituent ports and their orders. 

Definition 3.3. Semantic port type:  

〈 , 〉 

where: 

 PT is a set of constituent ports; and, 

  is a function assigning an order to a port, : → . 

Semantic port type can be instantiated to form a semantic port instance. 

Definition 3.4. Semantic port instance: Given a semantic port type, 〈 , 〉, its instance 
can be defined as: 

〈 , 〉 

where: 

  is the name of this semantic port instance; and,  

  is the semantic port type of this semantic port instance. 

A functional module type, , is an implementation of a functional role provided by the IMC. 

Definition 3.5. Functional module type: Given an IMC repository, 〈 , , 〉, a 
functional module type, ∈ , is a 5-tuple defined as: 

〈 , , , , 〉 
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where: 

  is the functional role served, ∈ , , , , , , … : 
 A  functional module visualizes the IMC; 
 A  functional module provides the plant model of the IMC; 
 A  functional module contains the control logic of the IMC; 
 A  functional module represents the IMC’s human-machine-interface; 
 A  functional module implements a process interface for the IMC; and, 
 A  functional module implements a communication interface for the IMC. 

  is a set of input semantic port instances applied to ; 

  is a set of output semantic port instances applied to ; 

  assigns semantic port types to semantic port instances, : ∪ → ; and, 

  is a set of operations that can be performed by . 
 

Definition 3.6. Operation: Given an IMC repository, 〈 , , 〉 and a functional 
module type, 〈 , , , , 〉 with ∈ , an operation, ∈ , is defined as:  

: 2 → 2  

The functional module types can be instantiated and then interconnected to form an IMC 

application. Each application provides a predefined configuration of the IMC. For example, 

the MVC application allows the IMC to be simulated in a closed-loop plant-controller manner; 

while the HIL application is configured for hardware-in-the-loop testing of the IMC. These 

IMC applications will be exemplified through the Distributing Station later in this section.  

Definition 3.7. IMC application type: Given an IMC repository, 〈 , , 〉 , an 
IMC application type, ∈ , is a network of interconnected functional module instances 
defined as a 7-tuple: 

〈 , , , , , , 〉 

where: 

  is a set of constituent functional module instances; 

  assigns functional module types to functional module instances, : → ; 

  is a set of semantic port connections among the functional module instances, 

⊆ : ∀ ∈
∈

; ∀ ∈
∈

; ; 〈 , 〉 ; 

In other words, a semantic port connection is a pair consists of an output semantic 
port instance and an input semantic port instance with the same semantic port type. 

  is a function assigning an initial value to every input port in : let  be the set 
of all input ports of each functional module instances in  then  can be defined as: 
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: → ;
∈

 

  is a function assigning a value to every port attribute in : let  be the set of all 
port attributes contained in  then  can be defined as: 

:	 →
∈

; 

  is a set of external input semantic port instances of , 

⊆
∈

; 

  is a set of external output semantic port instances of  

⊆
∈

. 

The IMC application types can be further instantiated and interconnected to form an IMC 
application network using the external input and output semantic port instances.  

Definition 3.8. IMC application network: Given an IMC repository, 〈 , , 〉, 
an IMC application network, , is a 5-tuple defined as: 

〈 , , , , 〉 

where: 

 AI is a set of IMC application instances; 

  assigns IMC application types to IMC application instances, : → ; 

  is the assigning function identical as defined in Definition 3.7. 

 aMI is a set of functional module instances that are additionally instantiated to 
assemble the IMC application network, ⊆ ; 

 AC is a set of semantic port connections among the functional module instances and 
the IMC application instances:  
 Let SAC be the set of source semantic port instances defined as: 

∈

∪
∈

; 

 Let DAC be the set of destination semantic port instances defined as: 

∈

∪
∈

; 

 ⊆ :∀ ∈ ; ∀ ∈ ; ; 〈 , 〉 . 

The new IMC application network can then become an IMC application type in a new IMC 

repository. The following section will exemplify the entities defined above. 
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3.1.2 IMC Modelling Example and Development Pathway 

This section first exemplifies the IMC concept using the Stack Magazine module. Then the 

IMC development pathway is further elaborated. Figure 7 below shows the IMC repository 

for the Stack Magazine module.  

 

Figure 7. Stack Magazine IMC Repository. 
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A functional module is an implementation of one functional role provided by the IMC. For 

instance, the SMPlant functional module provides the simulation model for the Stack 

Magazine module; the SMView functional module visualizes the Stack Magazine module’s 

status based on parameters from SMPlant or the sensor readings from the physical plant 

through the process interface functional module SMPI; the SMControl functional module 

specifies certain logical operation sequences to be performed by the Stack Magazine module; 

and a set of Human-Machine-Interface (HMI) functional modules allow operators to interact 

with other functional modules. Functional modules can communicate or interact with each 

other through appropriate semantic ports. Each IMC repository contains all the types of 

semantic ports its functional modules support. Functional modules can be composed to form 

IMC applications as illustrated in Figure 8.  

 

Figure 8. An IMC Application for Distributing Station. 
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The functional modules from the Stack Magazine and Changer IMC repositories are 

respectively configured to form two IMC MVC applications for closed-loop plant-controller 

simulation. These two IMC MVC applications are then connected as an IMC application 

network for the Distributing Station IMC repository. New functional modules can be added 

when creating an IMC application, such as the SMCSC functional module added to 

coordinate operations of the two control functional modules, SMControl and ChangerControl. 

The development of IMC is an incremental process. As illustrated in Figure 9, the process 

starts with visualizing the IMC. First of all, a View functional module is developed to 

visualize and animate plant model of the IMC. In general, there are four steps to develop a 

View functional module: 

1. Prepare the graphics of the plant model to be visualized and animated; 

2. Determine the semantic port types used by the View functional module, which will be 

referred as the Model-View interface; 

3. Implement the logic of the View functional module; 

4. Create an HMI functional module with the same Model-View interface to test the 

View functional module as shown in Figure 9 (1).  

Once the View functional module is tested, the Model functional module will be created. The 

Model functional module represents the dynamics and behaviour of the physical device. It 

provides all the necessary data to the View functional module, Controller functional module, 

and other related Model functional modules. Therefore, a Model functional module can have 

three types of interfaces: 

 Model-View interface allowing communication between the Model functional module 

and the View functional module; 

 Model-Model interface allowing communication between two Model functional 

modules, such as the MM1 and MM2 interfaces shown in Figure 9 (2); 

 Model-Controller interface allowing communication between the Model functional 

module and the Controller functional module, such as the CM and MC interfaces 

shown in Figure 9 (2); 
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In order to test the Model functional module, another HMI functional module implementing 

the corresponding Model-Model interfaces and Model-Controller interfaces is created and 

connected to the Model functional module as shown in Figure 9 (2). 

With the Model and View functional modules, a Controller functional module can be 

designed to specify the intended operations to be performed by the device. As presented in 

Figure 9 (3), a Controller functional module can have three types of signal interfaces as well: 

 Model-Controller interface allowing communication between the Model functional 

module and the Controller functional module; 

 HMI-Controller interface allowing the Controller functional module to receive 

commands through an HMI, such as the HC signal interface shown in Figure 9 (3); 

 Controller-Controller interface allowing the interactions between Controller 

functional modules, such as the CC1 and CC2 interfaces shown in Figure 9 (3). 

Similarly, to test the Controller functional module, a new HMI functional module is created 

with necessary interfaces to the Model and Controller functional modules.  

 
Figure 9. Incremental IMC Development Process: Part 1. 
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With the Model, View, and Controller functional modules, closed-loop simulation can be 

performed. On the other hand, by substituting the Controller functional module with the 

appropriate communication interface to the physical control device, hardware-in-the-loop 

(HIL) testing can also be performed. As illustrated in Figure 10 (1), the Controller functional 

module is substituted by a CI functional module, which communicates with the physical 

control device and has the same interfaces to the Model and HMI functional modules as that 

of Figure 9 (3). Finally, when the Controller functional module is deployed, the Model 

functional module will be substituted by a PI functional module as shown in Figure 10 (b), 

which provides the access to the process interface.  

 

Figure 10. Incremental MVC Development Process: Part 2. 

3.2. IEC 61499 Function Block Implementation of IMC 

One important feature of IMC is the ability to encapsulate the component’s functionality into 

reusable software units. The design of new machines or manufacturing systems’ behaviour 

and functions can be reduced to the selection, scheduling, and composition of such units in a 
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plug-and-play way. The unified hierarchical architecture provided by IMC can greatly 

facilitate the engineering and maintenance processes of current ACSs. However, to achieve 

this vision, proper software architecture as a form of knowledge organization of IMCs and a 

mechanism supporting automatic integration and deployment of IMCs are substantial. In 

particular, to implement the plug-and-play integration of IMCs from different developers and 

vendors a unified or standardized software architecture, network interfaces, and data formats 

must be agreed and applied. The IEC 61499 standard established such framework for 

development of component-based ACSs. More importantly, the standard provides a single 

mechanism to represent and encapsulate models of both plant and controller using the same 

description language and architecture, which perfectly suits the concepts of IMC. 

Given the standardized development means provided by IEC 61499, the software 

implementation for each IMC must be also organized in a uniform way and moreover a 

mechanism for seamless integration of the implementations must be adopted. The well-

known Model-View-Controller (MVC) [135] design pattern can play such role. The MVC 

design pattern was first adapted by Christensen in [47] for the IEC 61499 architecture to: 

 Integrate simulation and visualization into the design process of ACSs; and, 

 Facilitate the diagnostics and fault recovery in the design pattern. 

In addition to the conventional Model, View, and Controller layers, extra functional aspects 

are added to satisfy specific needs in industrial automation domain, such as data logging and 

diagnostic functions. Figure 11 illustrates the overall structure of the layered MVC design 

pattern proposed by Christensen. Each of the Model, View, Controller, and HMI elements is 

implemented by an IEC 61499 function block. Elements of the same classes are grouped into 

a logical layer in design while the actual function blocks can be distributed over a network. 

Intra-layer communication, such as the interactions between Controllers, is typically handled 

by direct interface connections between function blocks. Inter-layer communication is 

achieved through service interface function blocks implementing, for example, TCP or UDP 

communication protocol. The layered MVC design pattern allows a clear and intuitive 

separation of different functional aspects of the system into components and suggests a 

template for event and data flows among them. Following this design pattern, each functional 

module of an IMC is implemented as a function block. The library of such function blocks 

can then be used to create an IMC repository with a desired set of implemented functional 
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roles. By using unified function block interfaces, IMC applications can be implemented by 

composing existing function blocks in a component-oriented way. 

 

Figure 11. Layered Model-View-Controller Design Pattern. [136]  

The function block implementation of IMC can also be formally described. Before detailing 

the formal mappings between IMC artefacts and IEC 61499 entities, the formal definitions of 

IEC 61499 entities will be outlined first based on [137]. 

Definition 3.9. Function Block Network:  

〈 , , , , 〉 

where: 

  is a set of constituent function block instances of the function block network; 

  is a set of function block types referenced in the function block network; 

  is a function assigning function block types to function block instances: 

: → ; 
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  is a set of event connections; and, 

  is a set of data connections. 

Definition 3.10. Function Block Type: A function block type, FBType, is defined as a pair: 

〈 , 〉 

where: 

  is the interface of the function block type; and, 

  is the logic implemented by the function block type. In a basic function block 

the logic is implemented by the ECC and corresponding algorithms; while in a 

composite function block the logic is captured by the function block network. 

Definition 3.11. Interface: A function block interface, Interface, is defined as a 6-tuple: 

〈 , , , , , 〉 

where: 

  is a set of event inputs; 

  is a set of event outputs; 

  is a set of data inputs; 

  is a set of data outputs; 

  is a set of event-data associations for inputs; and, 

  is a set of event-data associations for outputs. 

The direct mappings between the IMC artefacts and IEC 61499 entities are listed in Table 1. 

It can be noted that not all the IMC artefacts can be directly mapped to the IEC 61499 entities. 

Most of the missing mappings concern the composition semantics of IMCs. The missing 

mappings can be complemented in a higher-level model, which will be further exlpained and 

exemplified in Chapter 5. The following section illustrates the function block implementation 

of the IMC concept using the Distributing Station example. The incremental development 

pathway of IMC following the layered MVC design pattern is further elaborated as well. In 

particular, a uniform interaction mechanism for compositing IMCs using artefacts and 

techniques offered by the IEC 61499 standard are demonstrated. 
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Table 1. Direct Mappings between IMC Artefacts and IEC 61499 Entities. 

IMC Artefact IEC 61499 Entity Comment 
IMC repository:  Logical group of function blocks e.g. function block library. 

Semantic port types:  ∪ ∪ ∪  

A semantic port type can be 
partially mapped to the 

combination of event and data 
input/outputs. 

Port:  ∪ ∪ ∪  
Combination of event and 

data inputs/outputs. 

Semantic port instance:  
Function block instance: 

∈  
An instance of adapter 

interface. 

Functional module type:  
Function block type:             

∈  
- 

Input semantic ports:	   
Combination of event and 

data inputs. 

Output semantic ports:   
Combination of event and 

data outputs. 
Operations performed by 

functional module:  
Logic implemented by a function 

block type:  
- 

IMC application type:  
Function block type:             

∈  
Composite function block. 

Functional module instances: 
 Function block instances:  - 

Semantic port connections: 
∪  

∪  - 

External input semantic 
ports:  

 - 

External output semantic 
ports:  

 - 

IMC application network: 
 

Function block network:  - 

IMC application instances:  Function block instances:  - 

3.3. The Distributing Station IMC Modelling Case Study 

The IMC modelling process starts with an analysis of the physical system being modelled to 

determine the interaction mechanism and signal interfaces among the constituent components. 

The Distributing Station introduced in Section 1.2.1 is mainly composed of two components: 

the Stack Magazine module and the Changer module.  

The Stack Magazine module as illustrated in Figure 12 consists of three parts: a gravity-feed 

magazine, a double-acting cylinder, and a mechanical stop. The gravity-feed magazine can 

hold a maximum of eight workpieces. The cylinder pushes the lowest workpiece from the 

magazine to the mechanical stop, which then serves as a transfer point to the downstream 

device, such as the Changer module. The presence of workpieces in the barrel is detected by a 

through-beam sensor. On the other hand, the position of the cylinder is sensed electrically by 
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two inductive sensors and the advancing and retracting speeds are infinitely adjustable by two 

one-way flow control valves beneath the mechanical stop. 

 

Figure 12. The Stack Magazine Module. 

The following table lists the physical signals and parameters of the Stack Magazine module. 

Table 2. Signals and Parameters of the Stack Magazine Module. 

Name Type 
Sensor 

Observable
Comments 

ExtendSpeed 
Input 

Parameter 
No Cylinder’s extending speed 

RetractSpeed 
Input 

Parameter 
No Cylinder’s retracting speed 

Extend 
Input 
Signal 

Yes Extend the cylinder when on and retract when off 

Extended 
Output 
Signal 

Yes On when cylinder is fully extended, otherwise off 

Retracted 
Output 
Signal 

Yes On when cylinder is fully retracted, otherwise off 

MagFilled 
Output 
Signal 

Yes 
On when there is at least one workpiece inside the 

magazine barrel 

The Changer module (Figure 13) is a pneumatic handling device, which picks up workpieces 

using the suction cup and transfers them to the downstream station by the rotary drive. The 

swivelling range of the rotary drive is adjustable between 0° and 180° by means of 

mechanical end stops and the end positions are detected by electrical limit switches.  
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Figure 13, The Changer Module. 

The basic physical signals and parameters of the Changer module are listed in table below. 

Table 3. Signals and Parameters of the Changer Module. 

Name Type 
Sensor 

Observable 
Comments 

ForwardSpeed Input Parameter No Rotary drive’s forward speed 
BackwardSpeed Input Parameter No Rotary drive’s backward speed 

MoveLeft 
Input 
Signal 

Yes Swivel to left-hand-side 

MoveRight 
Input 
Signal 

Yes Swivel to right-hand-side 

VacuumOn 
Input 
Signal 

Yes Switch vacuum on 

VacuumOff 
Input 
Signal 

Yes Switch vacuum off 

AtLeft 
Output 
Signal 

Yes Rotary drive is at left-hand-side 

AtRight 
Output 
Signal 

Yes Rotary drive is at right-hand-side 

WP_Sucked 
Output 
Signal 

Yes 
On when the workpiece is sucked, 

otherwise off 

The above two tables define the basic signal interfaces for the Stack Magazine and Changer 

IMCs. The next step is to determine how the two modules interact with each other. Especially, 

the passing mechanism of workpieces between different modules must be specified. To 

address this issue, the operation sequence of the Distributing Station must be first identified.  

Workpieces in the magazine barrel are pushed out by the cylinder one after another and then 

gripped by the suction cup on the Changer module. When a workpiece has been firmly 
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sucked, the rotary drive conveys the workpiece to the transfer point of the downstream station. 

The operation sequence is detailed as followings. 

Start prerequisites: 

 Magazine if filled with workpieces. 

Initial positions: 

 Cylinder is extended; 

 Rotary drive is in position “magazine”; and, 

 Vacuum is off. 

Operation sequence: 

1. The rotary drive swivels to the position “downstream station” if workpieces are 

identified in the magazine and the START button is pressed; 

2. The cylinder retracts and pushes a workpiece out of the magazine; 

3. The rotary drive swivels to the position “magazine”; 

4. The vacuum is switched on; 

5. The cylinder advances to release the workpiece; 

6. The rotary drive swivels to the position “downstream station”; 

7. The vacuum is switched off; and, 

8. The rotary drive swivels to the initial position “magazine”. 

Figure 14 visualizes the operation sequence using a UML sequence diagram and Figure 15 

further illustrates the inter-module message exchanging in a UML communication diagram. 
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Figure 14. Sequence Diagram of Distributing Station's Operations. 
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Figure 15. Communication Diagram of Distributing Station's Operations. 

It is clear that the main interaction between the Stack Magazine and Changer modules is the 

one-way workpiece passage. Hence, the communication mechanism between the modules is 

indeed the way how to convey information of workpieces. In general, modelling of material 

flow is common in manufacturing system modelling. In the case of Distributing Station, the 

information to be conveyed can be the workpiece type and its ownership. The workpiece type 

identifies the physical properties of the workpiece and the ownership indicates which device 

is processing the workpiece. There are at least two possible approaches to model such 

workpiece passage mechanism. 

Firstly, workpieces can be treated as independent components to the Distributing Station. It is 

therefore possible to create a dedicated workpiece model, which manages all the workpieces 

being processed by the Distributing Station. In other words, information of all the workpieces 

in the system is collected, processed, and rendered by a single workpiece model. Contrarily, 

the alternative approach is to embed workpiece status intro each device model and then 

render the workpieces by its owner. For example, the Stack Magazine model renders the 

workpieces inside the magazine barrel and any workpiece on the mechanical stop. The 

Changer model, on the other hand, only renders the workpiece currently being transferred. In 

this way, the information of workpiece must be conveyed between different device models. 
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In comparison, the centralized design of the first approach makes the later model composition 

difficult and reduces the flexibility and reusability of existing models. For instance, to 

simulate the workpiece flow within the Distributing Station, a dedicated workpiece model 

must be created to capture the behaviour of all workpieces in the Stack Magazine and the 

Changer modules. This over-complicates the workpiece model and makes later modification 

harder and error-prone. Furthermore, for every new configuration the workpiece model must 

be re-created to adjust to the changes of workpiece behaviour. On the other hand, this 

centralized design of workpiece model violates the modular MVC architecture. In contrast, 

for the second approach, by carefully designing a protocol for material flow, such as the 

workpiece passage, it is possible to model workpiece as part of the plant model. This 

preserves the MVC architecture and hence improves the overall model’s flexibility and 

reusability provided that all models use the same communication protocol. 

To enable the information exchanging between different plant models, a simple producer-

consumer communication protocol utilizing a three-way handshaking acknowledgement 

mechanism is sufficient to convey all the necessary information. Figure 16 illustrates a pair of 

basic function blocks implementing this simple producer-consumer protocol. 

 

Figure 16. Illustrative Producer-Consumer Protocol. 

The communication process, as indicated in Figure 16 (a), starts with WP_SOURCE setting 

its WP_READY signal to true. WP_DESTINATION receives this signal and updates all the 

data related to workpiece type. Then, WP_DESTINATION notifies WP_SOURCE to clear all 

its data related to current workpiece by sending the WP_PASSED signal. After issuing the 

ACK signal, WP_SOURCE passes the current workpiece ownership to WP_DESTINATION. 
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This protocol can be easily integrated as part of the plant model. Moreover, a device can act 

as both producer and consumer. For example, the Changer module can receive workpiece 

from the Stack Magazine module and pass the workpiece to its downstream station. This 

common protocol improves the model’s re-configurability towards the IMC concept as: 

 Each device model manages its own operations; 

 Modifications on individual model have no effect on the overall system provided the 

model interface unchanged; and, 

 Workpiece or any material being transferred can be treated as a common property to 

all the device models provided all models implement the pre-agreed workpiece 

specifications and use the same communication protocol. 

Definition of the communication protocol completes the system analysis step. The next step 

is to implement the Distributing Station IMC starting with the View function blocks.  

3.3.1 View Implementation 

Depending on the rendering mechanism, there are several ways to design the View function 

blocks. In this thesis, a simple visualization function block library from the FBench project 

[138] is used for graphic animation. The library contains two essential function blocks as 

shown in Figure 17, which can perform tasks such as image rendering, horizontal and vertical 

movement and rotation of image, and so on.  

 

Figure 17. Render and RenderRot Function Blocks. 
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Based on these two rendering function blocks, the View function blocks for the Stack 

Magazine module and the Changer module are implemented separately. Figure 18 shows the 

StackMagazineView function block for visualizing the Stack Magazine module, where: 

 INIT initializes the StackMagazineView function block; 

 CHG updates all the data inputs and causes the StackMagazineView function block to 

animate the changes; 

 INITO forwards the INIT signal to initialize subsequent function blocks; 

 BaseX and BaseY set the base coordinate of the images rendered by the View 

function block. By specifying a common starting point, different View function 

blocks can then be combined easily; 

 BaseLayer sets the starting layer for rendering images; 

 WPs array contains information of workpiece type in the Stack Magazine module; 

 WP_Xs and WP_Ys arrays are used to store workpieces’ coordinates; and,  

 CylinderPos indicates the current position of the cylinder. 

 

Figure 18. Interface of StackMagazineView Function Block. 

The internal content of the StackMagazineView is shown in Figure 19. The SM_Coords 

function block calculates the coordinates and layers of various images rendering the Stack 

Magazine module relative to [BaseX, BaseY] and BaseLayer. SM_Base, Magazine, Cylinder, 

Shadow, and Stop are instances of the Render function block which are responsible for the 

actual rendering tasks. On the other hand, the CylinderPosition function block adjusts the 
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CylinderPos input and feeds it to Cylinder. At last, the WP_Pile function block renders all the 

workpieces in the Stack Magazine module. 

 

Figure 19. Content of StackMagazineView Function Block. 

In order to test the StackMagazineView function block, a system configuration called 

STACK_MAGAZINE_VIEW is created, which consists of two devices as shown in Figure 20. 

The DISPLAY device contains the StackMagazineView function block to be tested and the 

HMI device contains the HMI function blocks to interact with users. The two devices 

communicate with each other using a pair of PUBL/SUBL SIFBs, which implement the UDP 

for communication.  

 

Figure 20. STACK_MAGAZINE_VIEW System Configuration. 

Figure 21 shows the content of the DISPLAY device. The SMPara function block receives the 

data from the HMI device. The WPs_POS function block performs some simple data type 

conversion and feeds the new values to the StackMagazineView function block for rendering. 
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Figure 21. Content of DISPLAY Device. 

The HMI device, on the other hand, simply contains the HMI function blocks representing the 

HMI elements, such as labels, slider, and drop-box as shown in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22. Content of HMI Device. 

The simulation screenshot of the StackMagazineView function block is shown in Figure 23. 

The WP drop-box is used to index the workpiece. The “WP Pos X” and “WP Pos Y” sliders 

are used to adjust the selected workpiece’s coordinates. Finally, the “CYL Pos” slider is used 

to move the cylinder horizontally.  
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Figure 23. Testing of StackMagazineView Function Block. 

The View function block for the Changer module is developed following the same steps. 

Figure 24 shows the simulation screenshot of the ChangerView function block. 

 

Figure 24. Testing of ChangerView Function Block. 
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The system configurations for testing View function blocks allow unconstrained simulation 

of all the moving parts. By playing with it, the developers can have first impression of how 

the final system should work. The next step is to apply physical rules and properties, such as 

gravity and cylinder moving speed, to the View function blocks using corresponding Model 

function blocks. 

3.3.2 Model Implementation 

Plant models in this thesis are developed using predefined structural templates, which enable 

consistent model development. This section elaborates the details of developing the Model 

function blocks for the Stack Magazine and Changer modules and their composition. 

The major actor of the Stack Magazine module is the cylinder which pushes workpieces 

outside the magazine barrel and the cylinder’s position is detected by the two sensors 

installed at the two end positions. Therefore, modelling of the Stack Magazine module is 

indeed the process of developing models of the cylinder’s dynamics, the workpieces’ status, 

and the two sensors’ behaviour. Figure 25 below presents the structural model of the Stack 

Magazine module and the design templates used for modelling. 

 

Figure 25. Design Template for Stack Magazine Module. [139] 

The Stack Magazine module (Level 1) can be seen as a hierarchical three-level structure 

composed of two simpler mechatronic components, namely the magazine and the cylinder 

(Level 2). The cylinder, in turn, consists of two sensors and a linear drive (Level 3). The 
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cylinder’s model is composed according to the template “Single process with sensors”, which 

consists of: 

1. Logic status which corresponds to the logic part of the mechatronic component and 

describes how to convert control signals to operation status; 

2. Model of dynamic properties which provides the state of the model that can be 

represented by a number of numeric parameters; and, 

3. Sensors physically presented in the modelled object that are used to signal certain 

parameters are within certain range of values. 

The actual Model function block of the cylinder is illustrated in Figure 26, where: 

 MOVING_STATUS function block implements the Logic Status template element; 

 POSITION function block implements the cylinder’s dynamics; and, 

 HOME and END function blocks model the two sensors installed at the two end 

position of the cylinder. 

 

Figure 26. Model Function Block of Stack Magazine Cylinder: (a) Interface and (b) Content. 
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Apart from the model of cylinder’s dynamics, workpieces must be modelled as well. Figure 

27 presents the StackMagazineWPs function block modelling the workpieces in the Stack 

Magazine module. 

 

 

Figure 27. StackMagazineWPs Function Block: (a) Interface and (b) ECC. 

As illustrated in Figure 27 (b), the central state UPDATE_WPs manages the states of all the 

workpieces. The ADD_WP and REMOVE_WP states implement the algorithms for adding 

and removing workpieces respectively. The WP_PASSED, WP_RECEIVED, and 
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WP_CONFIRMED states implement the producer-consumer protocol described in Figure 16 

to realize the workpiece passage.  

The Model function blocks for the cylinder and workpieces are connected to form the final 

model of the Stack Magazine module as shown in Figure 28. 

 

Figure 28. StackMagazineModel Function Block: (a) Interface and (b) Content. 

To test the StackMagazineModel function block, a Model-View system configuration called 

STACK_MAGAZINE_MV is created as shown in Figure 29. As the Model function block 

represents the time-dependent behaviour of the physical device. A Clock function block is 

added to provide clock signals to drive the StackMagazineModel function block. It can also 

be noted that the WPs, WP_Xs, WP_Ys, and CylinderPos data inputs form the Model-View 

signal interface. The simulation screenshot of this STACK_MAGAZINE_MV system 

configuration is presented in Figure 30. Unlike the simulation of STACK_MAGAZINE_VIEW, 

workpieces and cylinder in this Model-View system configuration cannot be moved 

randomly. Instead, their dynamics are now governed by the physics coded in the 

StackMagazineModel function block. 
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Figure 29. STACK_MAGAZINE_MV System Configuration. 

 

Figure 30. Stack Magazine Model-View Simulation. 

Similarly, the Model function block (ChangerModel) for the Changer module is also 

developed and tested following the same process. As indicated in Figure 31, there are much 

more HMI elements to control the ChangerModel function block. This is because the 
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ChangerModel function block implements the producer-consumer protocol twice to realize 

the workpiece passage on both sides of it. 

 

Figure 31. Changer Model-View Simulation. 

Since both of the StackMagazineModel and ChangerModel function blocks implement the 

same producer-consumer protocol, they can be seamlessly connected to form the Model 

function block of the Distributing Station. Figure 32 below shows the composition of the 

StackMagazineModel and ChangerModel function blocks as part of the Model-View system 

configuration for the Distributing Station. 

Although the uniform Model-Model communication protocol enables the Model function 

blocks to be seamlessly integrated, the large number of input and output ports makes the 

signal connection process time-consuming and error-prone. It is also difficult to differentiate 

the signal interface (i.e. Model-View interface, Model-Model interface, etc. as indicated in 

Figure 9) a connection belongs to. Next section first elucidates the implementation details of 

Controller function block to complete the IMC development for the Distributing Station. 

Then improvements are proposed to address the interface issue. 
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Figure 32. Distributing Station Model-View System Configuration. 
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3.3.3 Controller Implementation 

The development process for the Controller function blocks is straightforward. The Control 

function blocks for the Stack Magazine module and the Changer module are developed and 

then composed to form the Control function block for the Distributing Station. 

Figure 33 illustrates the interface and ECC of the Control function block for the Stack 

Magazine module. The StackMagazineControl function block receives sensor inputs and 

issues signals to the actuators as listed in Table 2. The ECC implements the operation logic of 

the Stack Magazine module specified in Figure 14. Once initialized, the ServiceReady data 

output will be set to true indicating the Stack Magazine module is ready to serve. When the 

StackMagazineControl function block receives the START command and there are 

workpieces presented in the magazine barrel, the lowest workpiece will be pushed to the 

mechanical stop for collection. After the workpiece is collected and the service is 

acknowledged, the ECC will go to the READY state and the ServiceReady data output will be 

set to true again. In other words, the StackMagazineControl function block implements an 

intuitive “service-ready” protocol to communicate with other Control function blocks.  

 
Figure 33. StackMagazineControl Function Block: (a) Interface and (b) ECC. 

A Model-View-Control system configuration is created to test the StackMagazineControl 

function block. The simulation screenshot is shown in Figure 34.  
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Figure 34. Model-View-Control Simulation for StackMagazineControl. 

Similarly, the Control function block for the Changer module is also created and tested as 

shown in Figure 35. The ChangerControl function block implements two services: 

 START_SER1: pick the workpiece at left-hand-side and transfer it to right-hand-side; 
and, 

 START_SER2: pick the workpiece at right-hand-side and transfer it to left-hand-side.  

 

Figure 35. ChangerControl Function Block: (a) Interface and (b) Simulation. 
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The service-ready protocol provides a simple yet sufficient interaction mechanism for 

composing hierarchical Control function blocks. For example, the StackMagazineControl and 

ChangerControl function blocks can be used to compose the Control function block for the 

Distributing Station as demonstrated in Figure 36 (a).  

 

Figure 36. Control Function Block for Distributing Station: (a) Content and (b) Interface. 

A DistributingStationControlCoord function block is created to coordinate the operations of 

the StackMagazineControl and ChangerControl function blocks. Specifically, the 

DistributingStationControlCoord function first requests the workpiece pushing service from 

the StackMagazineControl function block. Once the workpiece is ready for collection, the 

ChangerControl function block will be requested to perform the START_SER1 service to 

transfer the workpiece. These three function blocks can be further refactored into a single 
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DistributingStationControl function block as shown in Figure 36 (b), which again provides a 

service combining the operations of pushing workpiece from the magazine barrel and then 

transferring it via the Changer module. 

The design of the DistributingStationControl function block can be further improved by 

wrapping it with Adapter Interfaces. Adapter interfaces are introduced in IEC 61499 as a 

syntactic sugar for encapsulating multiple signal connections into one single line. The use of 

adapter interfaces can greatly reduce the interface size of function block and improve its 

readability and maintainability. Figure 37 (a) shows the DistributingStationControl function 

block wrapped with six adapter interfaces.  

 
Figure 37. DistributingStationControl_A Function Block: (a) Content and (b) Interface. 
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Each of the adapter interfaces encapsulates a specific set of signals. For example, the 

SM_FromModel adapter interface groups all the sensor signals from the 

StackMagazineModel function block while the SM_ToModel adapter interface contains the 

actuator signals to the StackMagazineModel function block. The resultant interface is shown 

in Figure 37 (b), which is much smaller and easier to maintain. 

Another benefit of using adapter interfaces is that only adapter interfaces of the same type 

can be connected. This potentially reduces the chance of misconnecting the signals. Figure 38 

partially presents the Model-View-Control system configuration for the Distributing Station, 

where the Model, View, and Control function blocks are wrapped by adapter interfaces. The 

PanelOutSubscriber function block receiving remote HMI commands is also equipped with 

adapter interfaces. 

 

Figure 38. Model-View-Control System Configuration for Distributing Station. 

The final simulation screenshot for the Distributing Station IMC is shown in Figure 39. 
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Figure 39. Simulation of Distributing Station IMC. 

3.3.4 Reusability, Portability, and Interoperability 

The MVC architecture and unified interaction mechanism establish the basis for reusing 

existing designs. Figure 40 shows a Model-View simulation for two Changer modules.  

 

Figure 40. Changer-Changer Model-View Simulation. 

The actual function block implementation is illustrated in Figure 40, where the 

ChangerView_A and ChangerModel_A function block types are instantiated twice to 

visualize and model the two Changer modules. 
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Figure 41. Changer-Changer Model-View System Configuration. 

The entire Distributing Station IMC can also be reused as part of new machines. For instance, 

Figure 42 demonstrates the composition of a Distributing Station with a Handling Station.  

 

Figure 42. Model-View-Control Simulation of Distributing Station with Handling Station. 
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This example uses a slightly different way of composing the Model, View, and Control 

function blocks of the two stations. As shown in Figure 43, the Control function blocks for 

the two stations are further refactored into a single function block for intermediate testing. 

 

Figure 43. Distributing Station and Handling Station Model-View-Control System Configuration. 

The above function block implementation can be further abstracted in IMCs as illustrated in 

Figure 44.  
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Figure 44. IMC Abstraction of Distributing Station and Handling Station. 

This Distributing Station IMC has been developed using the three major IEC 61499 tools: 

FBDK [140], 4DIAC [141], and nxtStudio [142] as shown in Figure 45. Since these tools 

implement different levels of compliance to the IEC 61499 standard and introduce new 
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design concepts to facilitate the function block development, therefore the developed 

Distributing Station IMC is not fully portable across the three tools.  

Figure 45. Distributing Station IMC in FBDK, 4DIAC, and nxtStudio. 

However, as all the three implementations model the same Distributing Station and the 

communication protocol and main signal interfaces are identical, the implementations are 

interoperable as exemplified in Figure 46. In this interoperability demonstration, the Control 

function block is executing on the FORTE runtime from 4DIAC while the Model and View 

function blocks are running on the FBRT runtime from FBDK. The Control function block 

communicates with the Model function block using standard PUBLISH/SUBSCRIBE SIFBs. 

The 4DIAC tool is used to deploy the function blocks to the corresponding runtimes using 

management commands defined in the IEC 61499 standard.  
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Figure 46. Interoperability Demonstration: FBDK and 4DIAC. 

3.4. Summary 

This chapter has presented the concept of Intelligent Mechatronic Component (IMC) and its 

formal description used in this thesis. The IEC 61499 function block implementation of IMC 

following the Model-View-Control design methodology has been elaborated. In particular, 

the Distributing Station example has been used to illustrate the mechanism of modular model 

composition and hierarchical control design. The IMC modelling methodology presented in 

this chapter established the ground for the model-driven development approach proposed in 

this thesis. 
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Chapter 4. Time-Complement Event-Driven Control Architecture 

Previous chapter presented an intuitive distributed control design, where controllers interact 

with each other directly by exchanging event signals. For small-scale systems with several 

levels of communication hierarchy, such as the Distributing Station, this design is sufficient 

and efficient. However, most real control systems are far more complex. In those systems, a 

more sophisticated distributed control model is required, especially when various control 

tasks must be precisely synchronized at different levels of the control hierarchy.  

Traditionally, control software is executed in a cyclic way, recalculating control outputs after 

updating of input. This stems from the computational implementation of continuous and 

discrete control systems, and can be clearly observed, for example, in PLC. To improve the 

reactive characteristics of the controller, the duration of the cycle, in general, should be as 

short as possible. The increasing performance of the computer-based control devices provides 

an opportunity to implement many independent control loops within the same control device. 

Based on dynamic characteristics of processes in the plant, it is possible to develop a time 

schedule of control loop invocations. Such a time-driven execution of control loops is a 

common solution in process control systems [143, 144].  

The development of networked control systems motivates the needs of synchronizing 

distributed processes. The time-driven approach can be also used for this purpose, provided 

the clocks among distributed devices are synchronized. This has been implemented in time-
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triggered networking protocols, such as TTP [145] for scheduling of communication sessions, 

but is not commonly used at the application level due to the fact that not all needs of the 

distributed control system developers can be fulfilled with pre-scheduling. Some processes 

may need to be synchronized dynamically through message passing between distributed 

controllers that is often modelled using the event abstraction, which gave rise to the event-

driven model of computation. The IEC 61499 distributed automation architecture is a well-

known effort to introduce modern component-based software design into automation practice. 

The architecture relies on the concept of event-driven function blocks. Distributed 

applications are represented as networks of such blocks connected by event and data flows. 

The event-related nature of IEC 61499 explains the fact that until recently the time 

synchronization aspect in distributed systems has not been properly addressed in the IEC 

61499 context. This limits developers of distributed systems who chose IEC 61499 as their 

development architecture.  

The research presented in this chapter aims at providing designers of distributed systems a 

flexible design architecture that can combine time-driven and event-driven logics and 

compose them in reusable components and distributed applications. It takes advantage of the 

means provided in the IEC 61499 architecture and combines them with time synchronization 

achieved by using the Precision Time Protocol (PTP) described in the IEEE 1588 standard 

[48]. The proposed approach is strongly motivated by the industrial trend of developing IMCs. 

Some control actions in such components are purely reactive (i.e. event-driven) while others 

constitute sequences of actions best described by time-schedules. The latter can be triggered 

by commands from the higher levels of the control hierarchy.  

This chapter is organized as follows. First of all, Section 4.1 exemplifies a reference sorting 

machine to illustrate the Time-Complemented Event-Driven (TCED) control model, which is 

formally defined in Section 4.2. Here, a Petri net model is used to explain the semantics of 

the TCED control model. The performance metrics of the TCED control model are detailed 

in Section 4.3 with qualitative comparisons and discussions. Then, the IEEE 1588 

preliminaries are introduced in Section 4.4. The IEC 61499 function block implementations 

of the IEEE 1588 PTP and the proposed TCED control model are elaborated respectively in 

Section 4.5 and Section 4.6. The chapter is finally concluded with a discussion in Section 4.7. 
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4.1. Reference Example 

The proposed TCED control architecture will be illustrated using the reference example of a 

flexible high-performance sorting machine as schematically depicted in Figure 47. The 

machine is used to sort items such as parcels, fruits, or baggage. In the machine, items are 

first scanned by the scanner and then transferred further down the conveyor belt to the 

corresponding sorters, within which they are labelled and then diverted to the respective 

storage. Depending on the sorting criteria, such as weight, size, and colour, different label 

patterns and labelling processes are applied and the number of sorters along the conveyor belt 

also varies. The mechanical design of this sorting machine is highly modularized based on 

the concept of IMC. For instance, sorters can use different types of labellers, such as cold-

glue and self-adhesive labellers, for different labelling processes, and the latter may include 

printers based on different technologies (mechanical, laser, etc.). Moreover, each sorter may 

include an encoder for adjusting times of actions based on actual speed of the conveyor. As a 

result, the sorting machine can be easily reconfigured for various sorting criteria. 

 

Figure 47. A Generic Sorting Machine. 

The performance of ACSs is significantly affected by the architecture of their control systems. 

Efficient control architecture can not only improve system performance but also bring cost 

reduction and design simplification. The performance of the sorting machine can be 

quantified as the machine’s throughput rate, i.e. the number of sorted items per time unit. 

Different configurations of the sorting machine’s control system will have different 

throughput rates. 
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The centralized control configuration with PLC and remote I/O devices as shown in Figure 

48 is common in material handling systems. In this configuration, a single controller and a 

scanner are installed at the beginning of the conveyor with the remote I/O devices attached to 

the sorters alongside. Items are detected down the conveyor belt by the sensors and sorted by 

the sorters based on signals from the central controller. For each sortation, the sortation delay 

is defined as the minimum time between two successful sorting actions including the time for 

detection, computation, labelling, and diverting. For the centralized configuration, sortation 

delay is affected by the following sequence of actions: 

1. Sensor reading of item detection is conveyed to the main controller; 

2. Main controller makes decision about sortation; 

3. Main controller signals the corresponding I/O device for actuation; and, 

4. Sorter physically diverts the item to the output tray. 

 

Figure 48. Centralized Control Configuration with Remote I/O Devices. 

Contrary to the centralized configuration, Figure 49 demonstrates an ideal-case distributed 

control configuration, which would have performance close to perfect. Instead of having a 

central controller, in this configuration, there will be a scanner and a dedicated controller for 

each sorter with each sorter controller having access to its own I/O devices. Communication 

between the controllers of different sorters is not required as each sorter’s controller can 

make sorting decision based on readings of the local scanner.  
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Figure 49. Distributed Control Configuration with Dedicated I/O Devices. 

In general, the centralized control architecture constrains the control system’s scalability and 

productivity due to the communication delays between the central controller and the remote 

I/O devices, which hereby limits the number of sorters that can be attached to the fieldbus. 

The distributed control configuration, on the opposite extreme, eliminates the communication 

delays and therefore the scalability constraints by equipping dedicated scanner and controller 

at each sorting point. However, the additional hardware increases the costs beyond a practical 

limit. The TCED control configuration presented in Figure 50 is a synergy of the above two 

configurations, which tries to achieve the same performance as the distributed control 

configuration while preserving almost the same costs as the centralized control configuration. 

 

Figure 50. TCED Control Configuration. 
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The first target characteristic of the proposed hybrid architecture is modularity of software 

that reflects the structure of the mechanical parts. For the reference sorting machine such a 

modular structure is presented in Figure 51. Each sorter has a dedicated controller and 

operations of scanner and sorters are coordinated by the main controller. When a new sorter 

is installed, only the main controller needs to be modified to accommodate the changes. 

Hierarchical composition of the control modules improves the re-configurability and 

reusability of control logics. For instance, composition of the labeller and diverter control 

modules forms the sorter control module, which again forms part of the final control system. 

With this hierarchical control pattern, to design the control for a sorter with a new labelling 

process, only the existing labeller control module needs to be substituted. However, the time-

driven control logic, which the developers may program in the components located at 

different levels of the control system, requires a source of real-time clock and a mechanism 

conveying the clock readings across the control hierarchies. 

Main
controller

Sorter
controller

Sorter controller

Encoder Diverter

Clock

Labeller

<Timestamps>
Network

Printer

 

Figure 51. Control Software Architecture for the Sorting Machine. 

In the case of sorting machine, the scanner and the sorter operate asynchronously as 

conceptually represented in Figure 52. The main controller attached to the central scanner is 

responsible for analysing the scan results and making sorting decisions. Once a sorting 

decision is made, it will be time-stamped and transmitted to the local timetable of the 

corresponding sorter controller. There are two threads running on the sorter side: one receives 

such messages from the main controller and adds the item’s estimated time of arrival (ETA) 

to the timetable; while the other thread constantly compares the sorter’s current local time 

with the time “on top” of the timetable and activates the diverter (or labeller, etc.) when the 

time is reached. As a result, in this configuration the network traffic between main controller 

and sorter controllers is minimized to timestamp transmission and clock synchronization. 
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Most importantly, this communication occurs outside of the “critical path” between detecting 

and diverting an item, hence it will not directly contribute to the sortation delay. 

 

Figure 52. Algorithm of Main Controller and Sorter. 

To give a better understanding of the TCED control architecture, its formal definition and 

dynamic behaviour will be elaborated next. Then the performance metrics of the centralized, 

distributed, and TCED control configurations will be analytically compared to illustrate 

benefits of the TCED control architecture. 

4.2. Time-Complement Event-Driven Control Architecture 

The formal model of the TCED control architecture is defined using a top-down approach as 

follows. The basic construction unit in the TCED control architecture is called a module. 

Definition 4.1. TCED module:  

〈 , , , , , 〉 

where: 

  is an event-driven planning machine; 
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  is an optional time-driven control machine; 

  is a set of reactive agents; 

  is a set of constituent TCED modules, and ∉ ; 

  is a synchronized local clock; and, 

  is an optional action schedule. 

An Event-Driven Planning Machine, EDPM, is a software artefact reacts to asynchronous 

events. These events are represented in the form of either module commands or action 

commands, which will be defined later in this section. 

Definition 4.2. EDPM: given a TCED module, , an EDPM, , is a 5-tuple defined as: 

〈 , , , , 〉 

where: 

  is a set of module commands the EDPM can receive; 

  is a set of module commands the EDPM can issue; 

  is a set of action commands the EDPM can receive; 

  is a function updates the action schedule  of  based on the received commands, 
: 〈 ∪ , 〉 ↦ ; and, 

  is a function schedules the executions of constituent TCED modules based on the 
received module commands and the current local time, : 〈 , 〉 → . 

An action command, , is used to specify the action to be executed by an agent or to 

indicate the execution results, which is a pair defined as follows. 

Definition 4.3.   Action command:  

〈 , 〉 

where: 

  is the action to be executed; and, 

  is a set of action parameters or execution results. 

A module command, , is used to enable inter-module interactions and hierarchical 

propagation of commands, where upper-level action commands are further scheduled in 

lower-level modules. 

Definition 4.4. Module command:  

〈 , 〉 

where: 
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  is an action command; and, 

  is a timestamp indicating the action’s scheduled execution time. 

A Time-Driven Control Machine, TDCM, is used to dispatch action commands to trigger the 

actuations of corresponding agents based on the action schedule. 

Definition 4.5. TDCM: give a TCED module, , a TDCM, , is a pair defined as: 

〈 , 〉 

where: 

  is a set of action commands the TDCM can issue; and, 

  is a function dispatches action commands scheduled in  of , according to the 
local time  of , : 〈 , 〉 ↦ 2 . 

A reactive agent (or agent for short), , is an encapsulation of atomic control actions that it 

can execute. The actions to be executed depend on the agent’s status and the commands it 

received. During the execution, an action cannot be interrupted or pre-empted. Upon 

completion the action’s execution results can be observed. 

Definition 4.6. Reactive Agent:  

〈 , , , , 〉 

where: 

  is a set of action commands the agent can receive; 

  is a set of action commands the agent can issue; 

  is a set of atomic actions the agent can perform; 

  is the possible states of the agent, which defines the agent’s status; and, 

  is a function decides the action to be executed by the agent and the action command 
to be issued upon action execution based on the agent’s status and the received action 
command, : → . 

Finally, an action schedule, , is a set of module commands chronologically ordered. 

Definition 4.7. Action schedule:  

, , , … ,  

where: 

 , , , … , 	are module commands; and, 

 ⋯ , i.e. the timestamp of  is the earliest and 
timestamp of  is the latest. 
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Figure 53 presents the schematic composition of the TCED module for the sorter. The formal 

model of this Sorter module, , can be specified as follows.  

	 〈 , , , 〉 

where: 

 〈 , , , , , 〉  is the TCED 

module for the diverter; and, 

 〈 , , , , , 〉 is the 

TCED module for the labeller. 

The TCED module for the printer, , can be again specified as: 

〈 , , , , , 〉 

 

Figure 53. TCED Module of Sorter. 

The overall dynamic control behaviour of the sorter is further illustrated using the Petri net 

model shown in Figure 54. This Petri net model demonstrates the control flow of the first 

softer, Sorter1, of the sorting machine. Meanings of the places and transitions are listed in 

Table 4. The control flow is initiated after the item is scanned (T1). First of all, the EDPM of 

main controller as the central scheduler analyses the received scan result (P2). Then module 

commands are dispatched to the corresponding sorter modules to schedule their actuations. In 
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this particular case, the item is assigned to Sorter1 (T3), whose EDPM consequently analyses 

the received module command (P4) and dispatches actuation schedules to the diverter and 

labeller modules (P5). After the diverter EDPM analyses the received command (P6), it 

updates its action schedule (P7). Depending on the commands stored in the action schedule 

(P8), the diverter TDCM decides when to actuate the Extend and Retract agents (P9). As 

actions are scheduled based on synchronous clocks, the actuations of the Extend (P10) and 

Retract (P12) agents are synchronized to the item’s movement. P11 and P13 denote the 

availability of the Extend and Retract agents respectively. While the diverter module is 

processing its module command, the labeller module, on the other hand, is also handling the 

module command it received concurrently. After the labeller EDPM analyses the command 

(P14), it updates its action schedule (P15) and dispatches action schedules for its printer 

module (P22). Similar to the diverter module, the labeller TDCM (P17) decides the 

actuations of the Cutter (P18) and Glue Dispenser (P20) agents based on the scheduled 

actions (P16). At last, the printer module’s control flow exhibits the same pattern as that of 

the diverter module. 
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Figure 54. Petri Net Model of the Sorting Machine’s Control System Behaviour. 
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Table 4. Interpretation of Places and Transitions. 

Places 
P1 Scan result is ready 
P2 MainController_EDPM analyses received commands 
P3 MainController_EDPM dispatches module commands 
P4 Sorter1_EDPM analyses received commands 
P5 Sorter1_EDPM dispatches module commands 
P6 Diverter_EDPM analyses received commands 
P7 Diverter_EDPM updates Diverter Action Schedule 
P8 Actions scheduled for Diverter 
P9 Diverter_TDCM dispatches command to agents 
P10 Diverter extends P12 Diverter retracts 
P11 Extend Agent is ready P13 Retract Agent is ready 
P14 Labeler_EDPM analyses received commands 
P15 Labeler_EDPM updates Labeller Action Schedule 
P16 Actions scheduled for Labeller 
P17 Labeler_TDCM dispatches command to agents 
P18 Cutter actuates P20 Dispenser actuates 
P19 Cutter Agent is ready P21 Dispenser Agent is ready 
P22 Labeler_EDPM dispatches module commands 
P23 Printer_EDPM analyses received commands 
P24 Printer_EDPM updates Printer Action Schedule 
P25 Actions scheduled for Printer 
P26 Printer_TDCM dispatches command to agents 
P27 SM1 actuates P29 SM2 actuates 
P28 SM1 Agent is ready P30 SM2 Agent is ready 

Transitions 
T1 Start 

Others 
Firing on completion of appropriate actions when 
corresponding resources for next actions are available. 

4.3. Performance Benefits of TCED Control Architecture 

The performance of the three control architectures introduced in Section 4.1 will be compared 

in this section to illustrate the performance metrics of the proposed TCED control 

architecture. For that, a simple mathematical model of performance of the sorting machine 

will be built for each control configuration. 

The sorting machine will be considered in steady-state operation, which is defined as when 

the change in output throughput has reached equilibrium. In addition, an assumption is made 

that when an item enters the system, the travel time from the scanner to the target sorter is 

greater than the time that the scanner takes to scan an item. The following parameters will be 

utilized in the model:  
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  is the scan time per item; 

  is the sortation delay, which was defined previously as the minimum time between 

two successful sorting actions including the time for detection, computation, labelling, 

and diverting. This time will be further elaborated for each of the configurations 

described later in this section. 

  is the steady-state throughput rate in items per second. 

It can be assumed that the system functions correctly when	  and  

Equation 4.1.  

where: 

  is the velocity of the conveyor belt; 

  is the length of one item; and, 

  is the spacing between two items. 

From Equation 4.1 the upper bound on speed of the conveyor belt can be derived as follows: 

Equation 4.2. 
,

 

 can be represented as a sum of the following components reflecting the properties of 

hardware: 

  - the physical actuation time the sorter takes to push the object to an output tray; 

  - the controller’s execution time; 

  - the update time of the I/O configuration (I/O scan cycle); and, 

  - the worst case delay time for a message to travel between the controller and the 

furthest remote I/O device. 

Assuming that scanning is sufficiently fast, i.e. , then Equation 4.2 transforms to 

. 
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4.3.1 Centralized Control Configuration with Remote I/O Devices 

In the centralized architecture shown in Figure 48, the sortation delay for the scan-based 

system is calculated as:  

Equation 4.3. _ 2  

                                       2  

It can be noticed that  includes elements dependent on the computational performance of 

the PLC and fieldbus. In general, the communication time  in a fieldbus increases with 

the length of the cable and more remote I/O devices added. Therefore, for a sorting system 

one can reasonably assume , where  is the number of sorters, as adding more 

sorters would also mean extending the fieldbus cable. 

In an event-driven system, the corresponding sortation time will be: 

Equation 4.4.  _  

    2   

The two systems above have the same controller execution time, , as they execute the 

same control algorithms. As a result, the best-case steady-state throughput rates that the 

centralized control configuration can achieve are 	 _
_

 for scan-based system 

and	 _
_

 for event-driven system. 

4.3.2 Distributed Control Configuration with Dedicated I/O Devices 

The sortation delay of the reference “ideal case” configuration in Figure 49 is mainly 

determined by the same factors as that of the centralized control configuration. For scan-

based system, the delay is: 

Equation 4.5. _  

                                       2            

And for an event-driven system, the delay is reduced to: 

Equation 4.6. _                                      
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One should note that now the item scan time explicitly influences material throughput of the 

system as being a part of the sortation delay. Similarly, the controller execution time, , 

for both systems are identical. 

4.3.3 Time-Complemented Event-Driven Control Configuration 

The sortation delay in this case is:  

Equation 4.7.  

where the  , in the worst case, is the sum of both threads’ unit execution 

durations as indicated in Figure 52. 

4.3.4 Performance Comparisons 

The throughputs of each of the above three configurations are compared in this section to 

determine the potential performance gains of using a particular configuration over another. 

There are five configurations to be compared: 

1. Centralized Scan-Based ( _ ), where: 

Equation 4.8. _
_

 

2. Centralized Event-Driven ( _ ) , where: 

Equation 4.9. _
_

 

3. Distributed Scan-Based ( _ ) , where: 

Equation 4.10. _  

4. Distributed Event-Driven ( _ ), where: 

Equation 4.11. _  

5. Time-Complemented Event-Driven ( ) , where: 

Equation 4.12.  
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First of all, the centralized scenarios are compared. As indicated in Equation 4.8 and 

Equation 4.9, given the same fieldbus length and hence the transmission time, , the event-

driven scenario offers a higher throughput rate due to the elimination of I/O scan. This also 

applies when comparing the distributed scenarios as shown in Equation 4.10 and Equation 

4.11. It can be concluded that event-driven systems have greater throughput rates than that of 

scan-based systems. 

As indicated in Equation 4.9 and Equation 4.11, the main factors differentiating centralized 

and distributed scenarios are  and . As  is eliminated in the distributed scenario, 

to evaluate the throughput rates,  and  must be analyzed by comparing their control 

algorithms. The execution of control algorithms depends on the sequence of events that 

occurs during the sortation delay. This event sequence will be referred to as the critical path. 

By examining the critical path, the reactions to changes in system size and complexity for 

each configuration scenario can be determined.  

A sample control algorithm for the centralized event-driven configuration is described as 

follows: 

1. The scanner processes the passing item upon entry to the conveyor and captures the 

destination data. The item’s data are placed into a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queue 

along with the subsequent items; and, 

2. When the first sorter’s sensor detects an item, the first entry of this FIFO queue is 

compared to determine if it requires sorting. If it does then it is removed from the queue, 

otherwise it is passed along to another FIFO queue representing the space between the 

first and the second sorters. 

The critical path for this configuration occurs when an item has reached a sensor and requires 

sorting. If there are assumed to be  sorters in the system, then there are also  FIFO queues 

with item data. The breakdown of events within the centralized configuration is as follows: 
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Table 5. Critical Path for Centralized Event-Driven Configuration. 

Task Complexity and Time Required 
Sensor detects item and notifies the central 
controller. 

A single I/O scan is required for sensing and passing 
data down fieldbus. Requires a constant time. 

Central controller iterates through a lookup 
table to find out which sensors have detected 
the item. 

Table size will be of size  (the number of sorters in 
the system), thus this time is proportional to the 
number of sorters in the system. 

Sorter actuation signals are sent to I/O. 
A single I/O scan is required for passing data down 
fieldbus. Requires a constant time. 

Mechanical actuation. Actuation time is constant. 

For the distributed event-driven configuration, an item arrives at the scanner and is processed. 

If it is to be sorted at this station then it is immediately sorted; otherwise it is passed along to 

the next station’s scanner. The critical path for this configuration occurs just after an item is 

scanned and is required to be sorted at the current station. The breakdown of events within 

the distributed configuration is as follows: 

Table 6. Critical Path for Distributed Event-Driven Configuration. 

Task Complexity and Time Required 

The controller compares the scan result against its 
own data and sends a message to activate the sorter. 
I/O is localized on the controller itself. 

A single compare operation. Requires a 
constant time. 

Mechanical actuation. Actuation time is constant. 

It can be identified that the centralized controller contains an algorithmic component which 

contains a dependency on the number of sorters in the system when it iterates through a 

lookup table. Contrarily, the distributed controller has no such dependency.  has an 

algorithmic efficiency of  whereas remains constant as the system scales. Thus for 

larger systems,  and similarly _ _ . 

For the TCED configuration, the scanner initially processes an item and calculates a 

timestamp for when it will arrive at its destination sorter. This timestamp is pushed to the 

controller for that sorter and is stored within an array or queue. Within the sorter controller, 

two processes occur simultaneously: 

1. The first entry in the timestamp queue is constantly compared with the current time 

provided by the time-source. When these times match, the sorter is actuated; and, 

2. Another process listens for incoming messages to add entries into the queue. 
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Only the first process affects the critical path when an item arrives at the sorter. Thus the 

breakdown of events within the TCED critical path is as follows: 

Table 7. Critical Path for TCED Configuration. 

Task Complexity and Time Required 

The controller compares the current time against the 
topmost timestamp in its queue then sends a message to 
activate the sorter. I/O is localized on the controller itself.

A single compare operation. Requires a 
constant time.  

Mechanical actuation. Actuation time is constant. 

Comparing the distributed event-driven and the TCED configurations, none of them has 

algorithmic efficiency which scales with system size. As a result,  approximates the . 

4.3.5 Influence of Clock Skew 

Clock skew in this work is defined as the phase-shift between clocks generated in separate 

distributed controllers throughout the control system. As PLC and I/O scan times reduce to 

the sub-millisecond range, clock skew from applications that are not time synchronized will 

have a greater effect on overall system performance. For the TCED control configuration, the 

steady-state throughput is directly affected by the sortation delay as follows	 . 

Clock skew ( ) can be introduced into this formula and is additive in affecting the 

sortation delay. Also, depending on the number of time-scheduled actions ( ) in the current 

reaction, the clock skew would affect each of these independently. 

Equation 4.13.                                                        

Comparing this effect on throughput can be done using , which is the steady-state 

throughput with perfectly synchronized clocks, and , which is the steady-state 

throughput with the addition of some clock skew. The performance difference can be found 

as:  

Equation 4.14. ∆ 1 1
	

  

This results in a simple linear relationship between clock skew and the sortation delay. Using 

the IEEE 1588 PTP results in distributed clocks synchronized with an accuracy of less than 

one microsecond. Since current PLC scan times and I/O scans range in the order of 
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milliseconds, these times are already an order of magnitude greater and should result in 

mostly insignificant effects of clock skew in the system. 

4.3.6 Dealing with Potential Downsides of Time-Driven Control  

The pure time-driven control of the sorting machine has obvious downsides: it assumes that 

position of items can be precisely estimated just based on time. This is not always true, for 

example, the velocity of conveyor belt may depend on the overall weight of items currently 

placed on it. To take this into account, some additional compensation mechanisms can be 

utilized, leading to the need of constantly updating timetables in the local controllers. 

The TCED control architecture can help by using the combination of event-driven and time-

driven mechanisms. The compensation for increased or decreased speed of the belt can be 

sent in form of messages (i.e. events) to local controllers which will correct the estimated 

arrival times in the timetables.  

4.4. IEEE 1588 Preliminaries 

One substantial question in the TCED control design for distributed control systems is how to 

precisely synchronize the time in the distributed controllers or nodes, which may further 

disclose the requirement that such time synchronization process should occupy minimum 

computation resources and time. Another issue is that how the synchronous time can be 

applied in IEC 61499’s event-driven execution model to enhance the control expressiveness 

and to improve the system performance. This section briefly describes the IEEE 1588 

Precision Time Protocol (PTP) used to provide precise time synchronization among 

distributed controllers in this thesis. Then, in next section, the IEC 61499 implementations of 

this synchronization protocol will be elaborated with their applications in the TCED control 

architecture. 

There are several clock synchronization protocols used in computing systems over Ethernet, 

such as the Network Time Protocol (NTP) [146], IEEE 1588 PTP, and EtherCAT Protocol 

[147]. The detailed comparison of these protocols is out of scope of this thesis. The 

evaluation of performance and industrial applicability of IEEE 1588 PTP can be found in 

[134, 148]. In general, IEEE 1588 PTP has much higher synchronization accuracy than NTP 

and does not rely on the Master/Slave control architecture as the EtherCAT Protocol, which 

makes it suitable for synchronizing Ethernet-based distributed control systems with high-
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precision timing requirements, such as measurement, motion control, and process automation. 

More importantly, the PTP synchronization process has minimum requirements on the 

network and local clock computing resources. The IEEE 1588 PTP protocol specifically 

addresses the synchronization needs of distributed control systems in the field of industrial 

automation including: 

 Spatially localized systems; 

 Microsecond to sub-microsecond time accuracy; 

 Administration-free operations; 

 Available to a range of networking technologies; 

 Minimum requirements on network and local clock computing resources; and more 

importantly, 

 Enabling heterogeneous systems with clocks of various precision, resolution, and 

stability to be synchronized. 

The IEEE 1588 PTP protocol is applicable to distributed systems consisting of multiple nodes 

communicating over a network, where nodes are devices that can process PTP messages on 

the network. In PTP system, clocks are organized into a master-slave synchronization 

hierarchy with the top-level grandmaster clock determining the reference time for the entire 

system. All the other clocks ultimately derive their time from this clock by exchanging PTP 

messages to synchronize their time with their masters in the hierarchy. Figure 55 shows a 

simple master-slave clock hierarchy. 

  

Figure 55. Simple Master-Slave Clock Hierarchy. [48] 
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According to the number of ports, clocks are classified as either ordinary clock (single-port) 

or boundary clock (multi-port), where each port maintains its own state as: 

 Master (M): the port is the source of time on the path ; 

 Slave (S): the port synchronizes to the master clock on the path; or, 

 Passive (P): the port is neither a master clock nor synchronized to a master clock.  

This master-slave clock hierarchy is established using the Best Master Clock (BMC) 

algorithm. By comparing the data describing the clocks’ characteristics, such as accuracy and 

stability, the BMC algorithm concludes which clock is better and hence updates the clocks’ 

states. This BMC algorithm will be executed whenever there is a change in the system, such 

as discovery of new clock or removal of existing clock. Once the clock hierarchy is 

established, clocks can be synchronized by exchanging PTP messages over the 

communication path. Figure 56 depicts this message exchange pattern between the Master 

and Slave clocks: 

 

Figure 56. Basic Synchronization Message Exchange. [48] 
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At the end of this message exchange process, the Slave clock has all four timestamps and is 

able to compute its time offset with respect to the Master clock and the mean propagation 

time of the messages between the two clocks. The standard assumes the Master-to-Slave and 

Slave-to-Master message channels are symmetric and the one-way propagation delay is 

calculated by: 

	
2

 

where  and 3. As a result, the Slave clock’s time offset from the 

Master clock can be estimated as ∆ 	 . Using this offset, the Slave clock can 

synchronize itself to the Master clock. 

4.5. Time Synchronization in IEC 61499 

Time and process synchronization as always the important factors when designing the control 

of industrial automation systems have not been sufficiently addressed in the IEC 61499 

research and development. By implementing the IEEE 1588 PTP under the IEC 61499 

architecture, a precise system-wide time reference can be used to synchronize the control 

logic of distributed function blocks. This section presents the function block implementations 

of the IEEE 1588 PTP. 

The IEEE 1588 PTP is implemented as a set of Service Interface Function Blocks (SIFBs). 

The design principle is to have standalone function blocks providing synchronous time for 

other function blocks in the IEC 61499 applications. In such way, the PTP SIFBs can be 

easily adapted into existing designs without affecting the event-driven execution model. The 

hardware-supported PTP time is provided by the commercial RTS IEEE 1588 Network Stack 

[149], which automatically establishes the master-slave clock hierarchy and then 

synchronizes the distributed clocks periodically. The PTP SIFBs are developed to access and 

then convert this PTP time into appropriate forms for other function blocks.  

Figure 57 below presents the interface and state diagram of the RTS_IEEE1588_PTP SIFB. 

Its main function is to periodically retrieve the current PTP time and provide it to the 

downstream function blocks, where: 

 INIT initializes the PTP time synchronization process; 

 RESET restarts the synchronization process; 
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 TickInterval specifies the emission frequency of the UPDATE event; 

 PTP_State indicates whether the local clock is synchronized or not; and, 

 PTP_Time_S and PTP_Time_NS represent the local time in seconds and nanoseconds 

since 1970 respectively. 

Upon the INIT event, the RTS_IEEE1588_PTP SIFB starts the PTP synchronization process 

using the RTS IEEE 1588 Network Stack. Once synchronized, the RTS_IEEE1588_PTP 

SIFB will periodically emit the UPDATE event based on its internal timer signal, TimeUp, 

and the frequency specified by TickInterval. In other words, the RTS_IEEE1588_PTP SIFB 

discretizes the continuous time and converts it into periodic UPDATE events, which can be 

then used to trigger the execution of time-driven control logics [150]. 

 

Figure 57. RTS_IEEE1588_PTP SIFB: (a) Interface and (b) State Diagram. [151] 

This synchronous polling mechanism has some practical usages, such as enhancing the 

determinism of IEC 61499 applications by sampling external inputs periodically and the 

support of various existing polling-based input devices [29]. However, one shortcoming of 

this approach is that the sampling period, TickInterval, must match the time resolution 

required by the control logics of downstream function blocks to ensure the completion of 

their executions within the period. As a result, in this thesis this SIFB is used as a pure time 

source, in which case the data outputs are connected to the receiver function blocks to 

provide the PTP time but leaving the UPDATE event output unconnected. A better approach 

to trigger the function block execution based on time is realized in the RTS_IEEE1588_REG 

SIFB as shown in Figure 58 below.   
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Figure 58. RTS_IEEE1588_REG SIFB: (a) Interface and (b) State Diagram. [151] 

The RTS_IEEE1588_REG SIFB manages the PTP time synchronization process in the same 

way as the RTS_IEEE1588_PTP SIFB. However, instead of periodically producing the time-

up signals, it registers the ScheduleTime on REQ event. Whenever a registered time matches 

the current local time, the IND event will be emitted along with the updated PTP_Time_S and 

PTP_Time_NS to trigger the time-driven control logics in the downstream function blocks. 

The two SIFBs discussed in this section establish the basis for designing time-driven logic in 

IEC 61499 function blocks, which will be further exemplified in the next section. 

4.6. IEC 61499 Implementations of the TCED Control Architecture 

This section presents the IEC 61499 function block implementations of the control system for 

the sorting machine shown in Figure 50 following the TCED control architecture. The 

mappings of the TCED design artefacts to the IEC 61499 constructs are first elaborated. Then 

the deployment configuration of the full control system is shown. 

Figure 59 below illustrates the overall composition of the TCED function block for the 

labeller, which will be used in the following sections to exemplify the implementations of the 

TCED control architecture in IEC 61499.  
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Figure 59. Labeller TCED Function Block. 

4.6.1 Command 

In TCED control architecture, the agent, EDPM, and TDCM interact with each other using 

one of two command types: module command and action command. In general, in the 

function block implementations, each command type is represented as a specific combination 

of event and data signals.  

Action commands realize the TDCM-to-Agent and Agent-to-EDPM interactions. According 

to Definition 4.3, the IEC 61499 implementation of an action command consists of two parts: 

 An event signal identifies the action to be executed, i.e. ; and, 

 A set of optional data signals as action parameters or execution results, i.e. . 

For example, in Figure 59, for the Labeller_TDCM function block, the event outputs CUT 

and DISPENSE implement the action commands for the cutter and dispenser agents. 

The module command is used for the EDPM-to-EDPM and EDPM-to-TCED interactions. In 

the IEC 61499 implementation, the module command as defined in Definition 4.4 consists of: 
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 An event signal, which triggers the recipient EDPM and specifies the action to be 

executed;  

 A set of optional data signal specifies the action’s parameters; and, 

 A ScheduledTime data signal indicates the scheduled time, i.e. .  

For instance, the Labeller_EDPM function block receives the module command for labelling 

action through the signal interface LABEL+ScheduledTime; while the Pritner_TCED function 

block receives the module command for printing action through the signal interface 

PRINT+ScheduledTime. 

4.6.2 Reactive Agent 

A reactive agent (or agent for short) can be natively implemented as a basic function block, 

where according to Definition 4.6: 

 The action commands an agent can receive and issue, i.e.  and , are mapped 

to the input and output ports of the function block interface respectively; 

 Atomic actions, , are mapped to EC actions; and, 

 The possible states of an agent, , and the action execution function, , are mapped to 

the basic function block’s ECC. 

For example, in Figure 59, the CutterAgent function block implements the cutter agent of the 

labeller, which receives an action command, CUT, and upon action completion issues the 

DONE action command back to Labeller_EDPM. This CutterAgent function block interacts 

with the sensors and actuators through its data signals, such as Extended, Extend, etc. 

4.6.3 Action Schedule, TDCM, and EDPM 

In IEC 61499, data are encapsulated in function blocks and the notion of global variable is 

not supported. Therefore, in the IEC 61499 implementation, the action schedule is realized as 

duplicated data in both of the TDCM function block and the EDPM function block. There are 

many data structures that can be used to store the action schedule, such as array, map, and list, 

depending on the IEC 61499 runtime. Figure 60 exemplifies a simple array implementation 

of the action schedule.  
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Figure 60. Action Schedule Array. 

Each TDCM is implemented as a composite function block, whose event and data outputs 

specify the action commands that can be issued. The TDCM function block is composed of: 

 A command register (CR) SIFB that registers action schedule entries from the EDPM 

function block; and, 

 A command implementer (CI) basic function block that issues action commands to 

the corresponding agents according to the action schedule. In other words, it 

implements the  function of Definition 4.5. 

As exemplified by the Labeller_TDCM function block in Figure 59, the signal interface 

REQ+PlanEntry+Mode forms the channel to receive action schedule entries from the EDPM 

function block. The Mode data signal can have four values: add, delete, replace, and reset 

indicating how to update the action schedule. The PlanEntry data signal uses a predefined 

syntax to specify the actions and their scheduled times. For example, the plant entry below 

specifies that the Dispense action is scheduled at Unix time 1340083613 followed by the Cut 

action at Unix time 1342183613: 

“dispense@1340083613|cut@1342183613”. 

The received action schedule entries are passed to the RTS_IEEE_ 1588_CR SIFB. This 

SIFB is functionally similar to the RTS_IEEE1588_REG SIFB introduced in Section 4.5. In 

addition to PTP time registration (as specified in the PlanEntry data input), this command 

register SIFB manages the action schedule internally and at the time instances stored in the 

schedule, it triggers the command interpretation function block to dispatch the corresponding 

action commands. For example, in the case of the Labeller_TDCM function block, when 

current PTP time matches the first registered action schedule entry, RTS_IEEE_1588_CR 

extracts the scheduled action’s details for Labeller_CI, where action name and parameters are 

specified in the Action and the Parameters data outputs respectively. Labeller_CI accordingly 

issues the DISPENSE or CUT event signals based on these details. The decoupling of the 

command registration and implementation frees the developers from repeatedly developing 

new SIFBs implementing the PTP time registration for every TDCM function block. 
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On the other hand, the EDPM function block is responsible for updating the action schedule 

based on the received commands. Figure 61 (a) illustrates the operation flow of the EDPM 

function block. The action scheduling is demonstrated in Figure 61 (b). Upon the command 

receipt at time , the Labeller_EDPM function block calculates actuation times for the 

printer, cutter, and dispenser based on the estimated item arrival time ( ), which is 

embedded in the received module command. Due to the synchronized local clock, it is able to 

precisely schedule the start and completion of each action and thereby optimizing the overall 

operations. The EDPM function block interacts with the TDCM function block and TCED 

function block using two different signal interfaces. As shown in Figure 59, the 

Labeller_EDPM function block updates the action schedule stored in the Labeller_TDCM 

function block using the signal interface IND+PlantEntry+Mode; while the signal interface 

PRINT+OScheduledTime is used to schedule actuation of the Printer_TCED function block.  

 

Figure 61. EDPM Function Block: (a) Operation Sequence and (b) Scheduling. 

4.6.4 TCED Module 

Finally, the TCED module is implemented as the composition of the corresponding EDPM, 

TDCM, Agent, and other TCED function blocks. For example, the Labeller_TCED function 

block shown in Figure 59 together with the Diverter_TCED function block are connected to 

form the Sorter_TCED function block as shown in Figure 62, which follows the same 

physical topology of the sorter shown in Figure 47.  
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Figure 62. Sorter Module Function Block Composition. 

4.6.5 The Sorting Machine Deployment Configuration 

Figure 63 illustrates the top-level deployment configuration of the function block control 

system for the sorting machine following its physical structure. This IEC 61499 application is 

deployed to three control devices communicating over an Ethernet network. Within each 

control device, there is an RTS_IEEE1588_PTP SIFB, which synchronizes the device’s clock 

and provides the PTP time to the TCED function block implementing the control logics. It 

can be noted that the RTS_IEEE1588_PTP SIFB is not driving the execution of any function 

block. Instead, it is used as a pure time source. The MainControl_TCED function block 

analyses the scan results and decides at which sorter the target must be sorted. Then a 

sortation module command is issued to the target sorter module to instruct its actuation time. 

 
Figure 63. Function Block Control System for the Sorting Machine. 
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4.7. Discussion 

This chapter presented the novel Time-Complemented Event-Driven (TCED) control 

architecture for designing distributed control systems. Its implementation relies on the 

synchronization mechanism of the IEEE 1588 PTP and the distributed event-driven 

architecture of IEC 61499. The TCED control architecture enables system-wide access to 

reference time in distributed control nodes to further improve the control performance of IEC 

61499 applications by seamlessly unifying the time-driven and event-driven control logics 

into a single framework. The fundamentals of this unified framework are the decoupling of 

action and control and the integration of time-driven and event-driven control models. The 

hierarchical structure and unified signal interface of the TCED control architecture allows the 

distributed control logics to be composed and synchronized systematically at different levels 

of the control hierarchy. 

The traditional PLC software architecture is not efficient in implementing the proposed 

structure for the following reasons:  

 As the number of time-driven tasks in PLCs is limited and vendor-dependent, it is 

impossible to develop reusable software components which are clock-driven and can 

be placed to different levels of control hierarchy as needed; and,  

 Passing events between modules in PLC code can be done only with high 

performance overhead so that event is delivered only in the next scan cycle.  

In contrast, the IEC 61499 architecture establishes a modular encapsulation of control logic in 

the form of function block network, where the control flow and data flow are identified by 

event and data connections respectively. The hierarchical structure and the event-driven 

execution semantics provide the fundamentals for the TCED control architecture.  

On the other hand, the overall performance of event-driven control systems depends on event 

transmission time and event scheduling mechanism. Consequently, network congestion, 

packet loss, and runtime performance are the main factors causing response delays, which are 

proportional to the generation rate of event signals in the system. As the control logic 

becomes complicated and more event signals must be transmitted and processed per time unit, 

the impact of these delays will be significant to applications demanding high real-time 

performance and accuracy. Time-driven logic can be used to reduce the necessity of event 
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generation by simultaneously coordinating operations of the distributed controllers in a 

synchronous manner without the need of exchanging event-based messages. 

The proposed TCED control architecture and the design methodology can be applied to 

domains requiring distributed precision time control, such as the high-speed material 

handling systems and distributed automation of SmartGrid. In particular, the performance of 

the SIDEL SL90 packaging machine mentioned in Section 1.1.1 can be improved by using 

the TCED control architecture.  
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Chapter 5. Knowledge-Based Function Block Model Generation 

The preceding chapters have presented the formal description of the IMC architecture and the 

corresponding modelling methodology, which established the foundation for constructing the 

platform independent model (PIM). In this chapter, the issues of generating PIM from design 

specifications and the automatic transformation from PIM to platform specific model (PSM) 

as the most substantial part of the IMC MDD approach for ACSs will be addressed. The 

additional semantics incorporated into the existing IMC architecture to automate the process 

of model transformation will also be explored in this chapter. 

The transformation from PIM to PSM is essentially a model elaboration process, where the 

high-level PIM is populated with the concrete details regarding the implementation platform. 

Therefore, additional semantic knowledge must be provided and integrated into the PIM. This 

knowledge must be formal and codified. Figure 64 illustrates the overall process of the 

knowledge-based model generation approach proposed in this thesis. In general, the process 

starts with the unification of design data, including physical layout of the system and other 

necessary domain specifications. These specifications are collected and then incrementally 

unified into an IMC Specification Model, which serves as the PIM. According to the domain 

specifications and the target platform, appropriate patterns and rules representing the model 
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transformation knowledge, in the forms of port-level and model-level semantics, are selected. 

Recall, from Section 2.2, that model-level semantics specifies the structural and behavioural 

preconditions under which a model applies. The knowledge-based model generator applies 

the transformation patterns and rules on elements of the IMC specification model iteratively 

and builds the PSM, called IMC Graph, which elaborates the IMC specification model with 

all the concrete platform-specific details. This transformation process is further referred to as 

Buildability Check in this thesis. Together with the function block library, the final IEC 

61499 application can be generated from the IMC graph. 
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Figure 64. Overall Knowledge-Based Model Generation Process. 

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 first presents the formal definition of the 

IMC specification model followed by the demonstration of the data unification process. Then, 

in Section 5.2, the concepts and semantics of IMC pattern are elaborated with the process of 

buildability check illustrated in Section 5.3. This chapter will finally conclude in Section 5.4. 

5.1. IMC Specification Model 

The IMC specification model is an abstract representation of the system specifications. It 

serves as the initial PIM unifying all data sources and provides the structural preconditions 

for subsequent model transformations.  
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Definition 5.1. IMC specification model:  

〈 , , 〉 

 

where: 

  is a set of IMC specification node types; 

  is a set of IMC specification nodes; and, 

  is a set of referenced IMC patterns. 

An IMC specification node type is a symbolic representation of an IMC application type 

(Definition 3.7) associated with all the data and parameters required for its instantiation.  

Definition 5.2. IMC specification node type:  

〈 , , 〉 

where: 

  is the IMC repository referenced by , 〈 , , 〉 (Definition 3.1); 

  is the IMC application type represented by this , ∈ ; and, 

  is a set of IMC property types predefined for . 

The properties, such as physical and functional, of an IMC are specified as a list of name-
value pairs associated with the corresponding IMC specification node type. For each IMC 
application type of a given IMC repository, the types of IMC properties are predefined. 

Definition 5.3. IMC property type:  

〈 〉 

where: 

  is the value domain of , i.e. the set of all possible values that an  can have. 

Definition 5.4. IMC property: Given an IMC property type, 〈 〉, an IMC property, 

, as an instance of  is defined as: 

〈 , 〉 

where: 

  is the type of this IMC property; and, 

  is the value assigned to this IMC property, ∈ . 
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An IMC specification node type can be instantiated to an IMC specification node, which is 

defined as follows. 

Definition 5.5. IMC specification node:  

〈 , , , 〉 

where: 

  is the unique name of ; 

  is the IMC specification node type of ;  

  is a set of IMC properties; and, 

  is an IMC specification node priority, ∈ . 

The IMC specification node priority, , specifies the transformation order of the IMC 

specification node when performing the buildability check. This priority is used to ensure that 

the most fundamental IMC application types (i.e. higher priority value) required by others are 

instantiated first. In other words, higher-priority IMC specification nodes are less dependent 

on others. On the other hand, IMC specification nodes with the same priority are transformed 

randomly.  

The construction of the IMC specification model is an incremental and iterative process. First 

of all, physical components in the system layout are captured in the IMC specification model. 

For example, Figure 65 shows an IMC specification model for a simple four-segment 

conveyor line. Each of the IMC specification nodes represents a conveyor segment, where the 

corresponding IMC specification node type, IMC properties, and IMC specification node 

priority are specified. In this particular example, all the available physical properties and 

spatial configurations of the conveyor segments are captured in the IMC specification nodes. 

 

Figure 65. IMC Specification Model: Physical Components. 
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Based on the physical layout, further functional components are added into the IMC 

specification model according to the domain specifications. As exemplified in Figure 66, the 

IMC specification nodes represent the start, system clock, global control, main control panel, 

stop zone, and bag source that are required for the conveyor line are added. Once the IMC 

specification model is completed, it can be further elaborated in the buildability check, where 

the IMC specification model is transformed to an IMC graph according to the semantics and 

domain knowledge defined in the referenced IMC patterns. The resultant IMC graph will 

contain all the information necessary for generating the final IEC 61499 application. 
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Figure 66. IMC Specification Model: Functional Components. 

Before elucidating the details of the buildability check, the following section will first present 

the specifications of an IMC pattern. 

5.2. IMC Pattern Specifications 

In software engineering, a design pattern is a generic description of a proven solution to a 

recurring problem within a specific context [152]. Patterns provide a common vocabulary to 

specify the responsibilities, relationships, and interactions of the solutions’ constituent 

components. In this thesis, the concept of pattern is borrowed to formally express the 
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semantic knowledge for automating the model transformation from PIM to PSM. The 

implementation details specified in the patterns are used to elaborate the PIM for a specific 

platform. In other words, patterns are applied on the PIM to generate the PSM. The rest of 

this section will present the formal definition of IMC patterns applied on IMC specification 

models for generating IMC graphs. 

An IMC pattern specifies the context, including both structural and behavioural preconditions 

[124], in which an IMC application type can be used. It generalizes all the necessary 

information, such as prerequisite IMC application types and their configurations and 

connections, to achieve the desired functionality. Each IMC pattern only specifies the usage 

of one IMC application type. 

Definition 5.6. IMC pattern:  

〈 , , , 〉 

where: 

  is a set of IMC semantic blocks;  

  is a unique IMC semantic block called pattern target, which is used to identify the 
IMC application type to which this IMC pattern can be applied, ∈ ; 

  is a set of IMC dynamic blocks; and, 

  is a set of dynamic connections. 

As previously discussed in Section 3.2, some of the IMC artefacts cannot be directly mapped 

to the IEC 61499 entities. These missing semantic mappings are complemented in the IMC 

patterns. In particular, as indicated in Definition 5.6 above, the IMC semantic block artefact is 

proposed to encapsulate the function block implementation of IMC application type with the 

model-level and port-level semantics. On the other hand, each IMC semantic block represents 

a type of IMC specification nodes with a specific set of properties. This provides the basis for 

bridging high-level specifications with concrete implementation details.  

Definition 5.7. IMC semantic block:  

〈 , , , , , , , , 〉 

where: 

  is the unique name of this ; 

  is the IMC specification node type that can be mapped to this ;  

  is a function block type implements the represented IMC application type, ; 
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  is a semantic port mapping function; 

  is a set of port value assignments; 

  is a set of property mapping constraints; 

  is an property mapping function; 

  is a set of IMC semantic attributes; and, 

  is the pattern entity priority of this ,	 ∈ , which is used to decide the 
application order of the associated pattern entity during buildability check. The 
greater the number, the higher the priority. 

The semantic port mapping function, , is used to map the constituent ports of each semantic 

port instances of an IMC application to their corresponding function block implementations.  

Definition 5.8. Semantic port mapping function: Given an IMC semantic block,  	

〈 , , , , , , , , 〉 , with 〈 , , , , , , 〉 

(Definition 3.7), and the function block interface of rfb, 	  

〈 , , , , , 〉 (Definition 3.11), semantic port mapping function, , is defined as: 

: ∪ → ∪ ∪ ∪  

where: 

  is the set of all input ports of , 

∈

; 

  is the set of all output ports of , 

∈

. 

A port value assignment, , is used to assign the value of an IMC specification node 

property to a specific port in the external input semantic port of an IMC application type. 

Definition 5.9. Port value assignment: Given an IMC specification node, 

〈 , , , 〉  with 〈 , , 〉  and 〈 , , , , , , 〉 

(Definition 3.7), an IMC semantic block, 〈 , , , , , , , , 〉, a 

port value assignment, ∈ , is defined as:  

〈 , 〉 

where: 

  is an IMC property type, ∈ ; and, 
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  is an external input semantic port, 

∈
∈

. 

In order to apply an IMC pattern, the IMC specification nodes in an IMC specification model 

must be mapped to the corresponding IMC semantic blocks in the target IMC pattern. The 

property mapping constraints are used for this purpose. 

Definition 5.10. Property mapping constraint: Given an IMC pattern,  

〈 , , , 〉 , a property mapping constraint, , for an IMC semantic block, 

∈ , can be defined as: 

〈 , , 〉 

where: 

  is an IMC property type, ∈  with ; 

  is a relational operator, ∈ , ! , , , , ; and, 

  is the value to be compared, ∈ ∪ , which can be: 
 a constant value, ∈ ; or, 
 a variable value, ∈  with , i.e. an IMC property type of 

the pattern target, ta. 

During the buildability check, the property mapping constraints will be evaluated using the 

property mapping function, which is a predicate (i.e. Boolean function) on the property 

mapping constraints of the IMC semantic block.  

Definition 5.11. Property mapping function: Given an IMC semantic block,  

〈 , , , , , , , , 〉 , the IMC specification node to be checked, 

〈 , , , 〉, and the IMC specification node, 〈 , , , 〉, whose 

IMC properties are referenced by , the property mapping function, , is defined as: 

: ∪ ∅ → , . 

Given an IMC specification node, 〈 , , , 〉 , an IMC semantic block,  

〈 , , , , , , , , 〉 , and the referenced IMC specification node, 

〈 , , , 〉, if   and ∀ ∈ : , , , then  

can be mapped to . The algorithm used to evaluate the property mapping function will be 

deferred in Section 5.3 after the formal definition of IMC graph.  
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Back to the definition of IMC semantic block (Definition 5.7), each IMC semantic block can 

have a set of attributes, which provides further semantics to instruct the buildability check. 

An IMC semantic attribute is defined as follows. 

Definition 5.12. IMC semantic attribute:  

〈 , , 〉 

where: 

  is the name of the IMC semantic attribute;  

  is the value assigned to the IMC semantic attribute; and, 

  is the set of all allowed values of , and hence ∈ .                                       

Table 8 lists the predefined IMC semantic attributes, which will be further elaborated and 

exemplified in the buildability check section as well. 

Table 8. Predefined IMC Semantic Attributes. 

Attribute Allowed Attribute Values 

[use] ,  

[occurrence] ∪  

[prohibits] 

Based on Definition 5.6 and Definition 5.7, the allowed values 

for [prohibits] is 

∈

 

i.e. the set of names of all IMC semantic blocks in a given 

IMC pattern. 

In addition to the IMC semantic blocks, each IMC pattern can also contain a set of IMC 

dynamic blocks. These IMC dynamic blocks usually provide helper functions, such as 

Boolean functions, that are not specified in the IMC specification model but are required for 

the proper functioning of the final IEC 61499 application. An IMC dynamic block is a 

placeholder for a class of IMC semantic blocks. These IMC semantic blocks implement the 

same functionality but have different duplications of a particular set of ports. This set of ports 

will be referred to as generic port set with the component ports called generic ports. This 

concept is similar to the generic function block implemented in nxtStudio. As indicated in 

Figure 67 (a), the generic port set for the NOT generic function block type is composed of a 

Boolean data input IN${CNT} and a Boolean data output OUT${CNT}. Instances of this NOT 
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generic function block type can have different duplications of this generic port set. For 

example, as shown in Figure 67 (b) and (c), FB1 has one generic port set while FB2 has 

seven duplications. The naming of the duplicated generic ports follows the pattern specified 

in the type definition. For instance, IN${CNT} defines the name of a duplicated generic port 

will have the prefix “IN” with a suffix equals to the number counting the duplications.   

 

Figure 67. NOT Generic Function Blocks: (a) Type definition, (b) Instance with one generic port set, and 

(c) Instance with seven duplications. 

During the buildability check, IMC dynamic blocks are substituted by the appropriate IMC 

semantic blocks according to the IMC specification model.  

Definition 5.13. IMC dynamic block: Given an IMC pattern 〈 , , , 〉, an 

IMC dynamic block, ∈ , is a 7-tuple defined as: 

〈 , , , , , , 〉 

where: 

  is the unique name of this ; 

  is a set of IMC semantic blocks used to substitute this , ⊆ ;  

  is a generic port set constraint,  

∈
∈

∪ ∪
∈

; 

  is a substitute function, : ∈ : | | → ; 

  is a set of prefixes of the input generic ports; 

 X is a set of prefixes of the output generic ports; and, 

  is the pattern entity priority of this IMC dynamic block, ∈ . 
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The generic port set constraint, , specifies the constraint for determining the required 

number of duplicated generic port set. It can be a natural number, or the name of an IMC 

semantic block, or an expression over a natural number and a name. When the generic port 

set constraint contains a name, the name will be converted to a natural number during the 

buildability check. Then, the generic port set constraint will be evaluated to a natural number. 

At last, the substitute function, , maps a natural number, | |, to a substituting IMC 

semantic block which has  duplications of the generic port sets.  

When performing the buildability check, IMC dynamic blocks are substituted by the 

appropriate IMC semantic blocks according to the IMC specification model. The substituting 

IMC semantic blocks must be properly connected to other IMC semantic blocks in the IMC 

pattern as well. However, for different IMC specification models different IMC semantic 

blocks will be used for the substitution. The dynamic connections are used to generalize the 

constraints for dynamically connecting the substituting IMC semantic blocks.  

Definition 5.14. Dynamic connection: Given an IMC pattern, 〈 , , , 〉, a 

dynamic connection, ∈ , is defined as: 

〈 , , 〉 

where: 

  is an instantiation constraint, 

∈ 1 ∪
∈

; 

  is a  source dynamic port constraint; and, 

  is a destination dynamic port constraint. 

The instantiation constraint, , is used to determine the number of instances of this dynamic 

connection to be generated. An instantiation constraint can be an IMC semantic block’s name 

or a constant number, 1. When the instantiation constraint contains a name, the name will be 

converted to a natural number during the buildability check. 

The source dynamic port constraint, , specifies the source port of a dynamic connection. 

Definition 5.15. Source dynamic port constraint: Given an IMC pattern,  

〈 , , , 〉, an IMC dynamic block, 〈 , , , , , , 〉 with 

∈ , and a dynamic connection, 〈 , , 〉 with ∈ , the source 

dynamic port constraint, , is defined as: 
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〈 , 〉, 	 1
〈 , , 〉,

 

where: 

  is the name of an IMC semantic block or an IMC dynamic block,  

∈
∈

∪
∈

; 

  is an external output semantic port instance of an IMC semantic block, 

∈
∈

, 	 ; 

  is a prefix of an output generic port, 

∈
∈

; 

  is a generic port indexing function. 

The generic port indexing function is used to determine the indexes of generic ports to be 

connected during the buildability check.  It maps a name of an IMC semantic block in the 

IMC pattern with a set of natural numbers to the target indexes of generic ports. 

Definition 5.16. Generic port indexing function: Given an IMC pattern,  

〈 , , , 〉, an IMC dynamic block, 〈 , , , , , , 〉 and 

∈ , a generic port indexing function, , is defined as: 

: 2
∈

→ 2 ∈ :  

where 2 ∈ :  ensures that the obtained index will not exceed the total number of 

generic port sets. 

On the other hand, the destination dynamic port constraint, , specifies the destination of a 

dynamic connection. 

Definition 5.17. Destination dynamic port constraint: Given an IMC pattern, 

〈 , , , 〉, an IMC dynamic block, 〈 , , , , , , 〉 with 
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∈ , and a dynamic connection, 〈 , , 〉  with ∈ , the 

destination dynamic port constraint, , is defined as: 

〈 , 〉, 1
〈 , , 〉,

 

where: 

  is the name of an IMC semantic block or an IMC dynamic block, 

∈
∈

∪
∈

; 

  is an external input semantic port instance of an IMC semantic block, 

∈
∈

, 	 ; 

  is a prefix of an input generic port, 

∈
∈

; 

  is a generic port indexing function. 

The definition of a destination dynamic port constraint concludes the definition of an IMC 

pattern. The reset of this section will introduce the graphical representations and syntaxes of 

the IMC pattern entities used in this thesis. First of all, Figure 68 illustrates the simplest 

structure of an IMC pattern. This RESTART IMC pattern is defined for the RESTART IMC 

implemented by the E_RESTART function block. It consists of a single IMC semantic block, 

RESTART, which is also the pattern target. This IMC pattern indicates that no other function 

blocks are required for the proper functioning of the E_RESTART function block. Moreover, 

as no IMC property is required to be checked when mapping to this RESTART IMC semantic 

block, therefore no property mapping constraint is specified.  
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Figure 68. (a) RESTART IMC Pattern and (b) E_RESETART Function Block. 

The formal model for this RESTART IMC pattern is specified as follows: 

1: ,                                 //   

2: 																													〈 , , ∅ 〉,            //   
3: 																													 _ ,                             //    
4: 																													 _ ↦                     //  _         
5: 																													 _ ↦                //  _       
6: 																													 _ ↦ ,                   //  _          
7: 																													∅,                                                //   
8: 																											  ∅,                                                //   
9: 																											  ∅,                                                //   
10: 																													∅,                                                //   
11: 																													0 ,                                             //   
12: 																											 ,                                 //   
13: 																											∅,                                                 //   
14: 																											∅                                                 //   

 

A more complex GP_AutoBagSource IMC pattern is shown in Figure 69, which defines the 

relationship between the Auto_Bag_Source IMC and the Belt_Conveyor IMC. As indicated 

by the IMC semantic attribute “[use]=prerequisite”, the Auto_Bag_Source IMC semantic 

block is dependent on the Belt_Conveyor IMC semantic block. Moreover, the attribute 

“[occurrence]=1” states that for any given IMC specification model, there must be only one 

IMC specification node satisfying the property mapping constraint “#GP_BeltConveyor. 

Name==#GP_AutoBagSource.AssociatedConveyor” can be mapped to this Belt_Conveyor 

IMC semantic block. The following syntax is used to specify a property mapping constraint 

as defined in Definition 5.10. In particular, relational operators are represented using the 

conventions defined in the programming language C ([153], Section 6.5).  
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Table 9. Syntax of Property Mapping Constraint. 

Entity Syntax Example 

IMC property type (cpn) 
#IMCSpecificationNodeType. 

PropertyTypeName 
# GP_BeltConveyor.ID 

Relational operator (rop) C-like , ! , , , ,  

Variable value (cpv) 
#IMCSpecificationNodeType. 

.PropertyTypeName 

#GP_AutoBagSource.Associa

tedConveyor 

Constant value (cpv) “ConstantValue” “EFZ” 

The two IMC semantic blocks in this GP_AutoBagSource IMC pattern are connected by the 

dynamic connections with constraints to specify their instantiation number, source port, and 

destination port. The syntax for specifying a dynamic port constraint is presented in Table 10. 

For dynamic connections with 1 , their constraints will not be displayed on the 

subsequent IMC patterns for presentation purpose. Moreover, unused ports in the IMC 

patterns are not displayed either. 

Table 10. Syntax of Dynamic Connection. 

Entity Syntax Example 
Instantiation constraint ) 1 or #IMCSemanticBlockName 1,#AC 

Source and destination block 

( , ) 

#IMCSemanticBlockName or 

#IMCDynamicBlockName 
#Belt_Conveyor, #ORINIJ 

External semantic port 

instance ( , ) 
.PortName .CNF, .REQ 

Generic port prefix 

( , ) 
.PortPrefix .IN 

Generic port indexing 

function ( ) 
#

([153], Section 6.5) 
# , 2 3 #  

On the other hand, the inputs of an IMC semantic block can also be initialized using IMC 

properties. Table 11 below shows the syntax for specifying the port value assignments. 

Table 11. Syntax of Port Value Assignment. 

Entity Syntax Example 

IMC property type ( ) 
#IMCNodeType. 

IMCPropertyType  

#GP_AutoBagSource. 

SourceName 

External input semantic port instance ( ) PortName SourceName 
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GP_AutoBagSource
AutoBagSource
1

GP_BeltConveyor
ConveyorCAT
#GP_BeltConveyor.ID==#GP_AutoB

agSource.AssociatedConveyor
[use]=prerequisite
[occurrence]=1
0

Belt_Conveyor

REQ

CNF

dic=1
scn=#Belt_Conveyor.CNF

dcn=#Auto_Bag_Source.REQ

(a)

(b)

INIT

INITO

Auto_Bag_Source

#GP_AutoBagSource.SourceName

#GP_AutoBagSource.FirstID

#GP_AutoBagSource.MinLength

#GP_AutoBagSource.MaxLength

#GP_AutoBagSource.InsertPos

Legends

IMC Specification Node Type

[IMC Semantic Attribute]

Pattern Entity Priority

Property Mapping Constraint

Implementation Function 
Block Type

Entity Name

Pattern Target

IMC Semantic Block

Dynamic Connection

Port Value 
Assignment

 

Figure 69. (a) GP_AutoBagSource IMC Pattern and (b) AutoBagSource Function Block. 

Finally, the MCP IMC pattern shown in Figure 70 demonstrates the usage of IMC dynamic 

blocks. The MCP IMC semantic block implements the functions of a main control panel for a 

conveyor system. It reads status data from all the conveyor segments in the system. The 

status data must be processed by some helper IMC semantic blocks before feeding to the 

MCP IMC semantic block. As different conveyor systems can have different number of 

conveyor segments, therefore helper IMC semantic blocks with appropriate number of input 

ports must be used. In IMC patterns, such dynamic configurations are captured by the IMC 

dynamic blocks and the corresponding dynamic connections. Each IMC dynamic block is a 

placeholder for a set of helper IMC semantic blocks with different number of generic port 

sets. This number of generic port set is determined by the generic port set constraint, which is 

specified using C-like expression ([153], Section 6.5) over  and #IMCSemanticBlockName, 

such as #  and # 3. 
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Figure 70. (a) MCP IMC Pattern and (b) MCPCAT Function Block. 
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5.3. Buildability Check 

The previous two sections presented the formal definitions of IMC specification model and 

IMC pattern. In this section, the transformation process from IMC specification model to 

IMC graph will be elucidated. First of all, the definition of IMC graph is presented below.  

For an IMC specification model, 〈 , , 〉, the buildability check is a 

process of applying the referenced IMC patterns, , to the IMC specification nodes, 

, to generate an IMC graph, . In an IMC pattern, each IMC semantic block 

represents a class of IMC specification nodes. During the buildability check, each IMC 

semantic block in the applied IMC patterns will be instantiated as one or more IMC graph 

nodes to represent the concrete IMC specification nodes. An IMC graph is a pair defined as 

follows. 

Definition 5.18. IMC graph:  

〈 , 〉 

where: 

  is a set of IMC graph nodes; and, 

  is a set of graph node connections.  

An IMC graph node is an 8-tuple defined as follows. 

Definition 5.19. IMC graph node:  

〈 , , , , , , , 〉 

where: 

  is the unique name of this ; 

  is the IMC repository referenced by this ; 

  is the IMC application type this  represents; 

  is the function block type implements the represented IMC application type, ; 

  is a semantic port mapping function as defined in Definition 5.8;  

  is a set of port value assignments as defined in Definition 5.9;  

  is the IMC pattern applicable to this ; and, 

  is a reference of the IMC specification node mapped to this . 

Finally, IMC graph nodes are linked by graph node connections as defined below. 

Definition 5.20. Graph node connection:  
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〈 , 〉 

where: 

  is the source of the connection; and, 

  is the destination of the connection. 

Given an IMC specification model, 〈 , , 〉 , the process of 

buildability check, as illustrated in Figure 71, starts with the creation of an empty IMC graph. 

 
Figure 71. Process Flow of Buildability Check. 

Then each IMC specification node, ∈ , is used to initialize an IMC graph node. 

Figure 72 presents the algorithm used to instantiate the IMC graph nodes. 

Input: An IMC specification model,  〈 , , 〉, and an empty IMC graph, 
〈 , 〉, where  ∅ and  ∅. 

Output: An initialized IMC graph,  〈 , 〉, where  ∅ and  ∅. 

1: procedure ,  
2:     foreach ∈  do 

3:         ∶ ; 
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4:         ∶ a	created	new	IMC	graph	node; 
5:         ← ;  

6:         ← ; 

7:         ← ; 

8:         ← ; 
9:         ← ∪ ; 
10:     end foreach 
11:     return ; 
12:  
13: end procedure 

  

Figure 72. Algorithm to Instantiate IMC Graph Nodes. 

Figure 73 shows the IMC graph initialized using the IMC specification model in Figure 66. 

 
Figure 73. IMC Graph Initialization. 

Recall, from Definition 5.5, that IMC specification nodes are prioritized to specify their 

dependencies. Therefore, the IMC specification nodes are sorted based on their priorities so 

that higher-priority IMC specification nodes will be iterated first for the IMC pattern 

application. For each iterated IMC specification node, its IMC repository, IMC application 

type, and IMC properties are matched against the corresponding fields of pattern targets in 

the referenced IMC patterns to identify which IMC pattern can be applied to it. Figure 74 and 

Figure 75 describe the algorithm for this identification step.  

Input: An  IMC  specification  model,  〈 , , 〉,  and  an  IMC  graph, 	
〈 , 〉. 
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Output: A updated IMC graph,  . 

1: procedure ,  
2:     foreach ∈  do 
3:         foreach  ∈  do 

4:             ∶ ; 
5:             ∶ ;                                  

6:             if  and  then 

7:                 ∶ ; 
8:                 foreach  ∈  do 
9:                     if , ,  then 
10:                         return ; 
11:                     endif 
12:                 end foreach 

13:                     ← ; 
14:             endif 
15:         end foreach     
16:     end foreach 
17:     return ; 
18:  
19: end procedure 

 

Figure 74. Algorithm to Identify Applicable IMC Patterns. 

 

Input: A property mapping constraint,  〈 , , 〉, a set of  IMC properties,  , 
and a referenced IMC specification node,  〈 , , , 〉. 

Output: A Boolean value. 

1: procedure , ,      
2:     foreach ∈  do     

3:         if  then        

4:             ∶ ;           // l is the value of IMC property i 
5:             ∶ ;        // t is the IMC specification node type of r 
6:             if ∈  then     // if cpv is a variable 
7:                 foreach ∈  do     

8:                     if  then 

9:                         ∶ ;      // v is value of the IMC property referenced by cpv 
10:                         if	 	 	〈 , , 〉	 	 	  then 
11:                             return  ; 
12:                         end if                         
13:                     end if 
14:                 end foreach                 
15:             else                             // if cpv is a constant value 
16:                 if	 	 	〈 , , 〉	 	 	  then 
17:                             return ; 
18:                 end if 
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19:             end if     
20:         end if 
21:     end foreach     
22:     return ;      
23:  
24: end procedure 

 

Figure 75. Algorithm of Property Mapping Function. 

The algorithm presented in Figure 75 can also be used to map IMC specification nodes to 

IMC semantic blocks as previously defined in Definition 5.11. Therefore, an example 

illustrating this algorithm will be presented after explaining the steps of IMC pattern 

application. As depicted in Figure 76, the IMC pattern application sub-process is initiated 

with the pre-configuration of the target IMC graph node, where the corresponding IMC 

properties are assigned to the IMC graph node by evaluating its port value assignments.  

 
Figure 76. Process of IMC Pattern Application. 

Then, the IMC semantic blocks of the identified IMC pattern are sorted in descending order 

based on their priorities. The sorted IMC semantic blocks are iterated to identify the IMC 

graph nodes that can be mapped to each of them. To help explain the mapping algorithm, a 

simple key-value table is defined as follows. 
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Definition 5.21. Simple key-value table:  

, , , , … ,  

where: 

 …  are the table entries;  

 each table entry is a key-value pair, i.e. 〈 , 〉, where the  can be a 
set as well; and, 

  is the number of table entries. 

The searching function for the simple key-value table is defined as follows. 

Definition 5.22. Simple key-value table searching function: Given a simple key-value table, 

 with element defined as 〈 , 〉, the searching function, , is defined as: 

: →  

where: 

  is the key to be searched in ; and, 

  is the set of all values in KV, 

∈

. 

To search a key for a given value, the following algorithm is used. 

Input: An simple key‐value table,  , and the key to be search,  . 

Output: The value to be searched. 

1: procedure ,  
2:     foreach ∈  do 

3:         if  then       

4:             return ; 
5:         end if  
6:     end foreach 
7:     return ∅; 
8:  
9: end procedure 

 

Figure 77. Algorithm to Search a Simple Key-Value Table. 

With this simple key-value table, the algorithm to map IMC graph nodes to each of the IMC 

semantic blocks is defined in Figure 78. 
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Input: An  IMC  specification  model,  〈 , , 〉 ,  an  IMC  pattern,  
〈 , , , 〉 and  ∈ ,  an  IMC  graph,  〈 , 〉, 

and an empty simple key‐value table,  . 

Output: A populated simple key‐value table,  . 

1: procedure , , ,  

2:     foreach ∈  do 
3:          ∶ ∅ ;              // Create an empty set for storing IMC graph nodes mapped to .    
4:         foreach ∈  do 

5:              ∶ ;                                        //  is the IMC specification node mapped to . 
6:             ∶ ;    

7:             if  and   then 
8:                 ∶ ;                       

9:                 foreach ∈  do 
10:                     if , ,  then      
11:                         ← ; 
12:                         break; 
13:                     end if 
14:                 end foreach 
15:                 if  then 
16:                      ← ∪ ; 
17:                 end if 
18:             end if  
19:         end foreach 
20:  
21:          ∶ a	new	table	entry	to	 ;                                 
22:          ← ;                                    // assign its key to an IMC semantic block 
23:          ← ;                           // assign its value to the mapped IMC graph nodes  
24:          ← ∪ ;     
25:     end foreach 
26:     return ; 
27:  
28: end procedure 

 

Figure 78. Algorithm for Mapping IMC Graph Nodes. 

Figure 79 below exemplifies the result of applying the GP_AutoBagSource IMC pattern on 

the IMC specification model presented in Figure 66 using the above algorithms. First of all, 

the GP_AutoBagSource IMC pattern is identified applicable to the ABS_1 IMC graph node 

using the algorithm in Figure 74. Then, by using the algorithm in Figure 78, only the T1_01 

IMC graph node is mapped to the Belt_Conveyor IMC semantic block. This is because the 

mapping constraint “#GP_BeltConveyor.ID==#GP_AutoBagSource.AssociateConveyor” is 

only evaluated true for the T1_01 IMC specification node.  
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Figure 79. Partial Application of GP_AutoBagSource IMC Pattern: (a) IMC Specification Model, (b) 

GP_AutoBagSource IMC Pattern, and (c) Updated IMC Graph. 
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It can be noted that the T1_01 and ABS_1 IMC graph nodes are also connected. This is 

achieved by evaluating the dynamic connections in the GP_AutoBagSource IMC pattern. 

However, IMC patterns can also have IMC dynamic blocks, which will affect the results of 

evaluating dynamic connections. Therefore before elucidating the general algorithm for 

connecting IMC graph nodes, the details of instantiating IMC dynamic blocks will be 

explained first. Back to Figure 76, once all the IMC semantic blocks in the IMC pattern are 

iterated, the next step is to instantiate IMC graph nodes for the IMC dynamic blocks in the 

pattern based on their priorities. To help define this instantiation algorithm, the following get 

entity function is used to denoting the process of retrieving an entity from a set. 

Definition 5.23. Get entity function: Given a set of IMC graph nodes, , a set of IMC 

semantic blocks, , and a set of IMC dynamic blocks, , the get entity function, , is 

defined as: 

: ∪ ∪ → ∪ ∪  

where: 

  is the name of the entity, 

∈
∈

∪
∈

∪
∈

. 

Figure 80 presents the algorithm for the step of instantiating IMC dynamic blocks. 

Input: An  IMC  graph,  〈 , 〉 ,  the  IMC  pattern  to  be  applied,  	
〈 , , , 〉,  the  simple  key‐value  table,  ,  returned  by  the  algorithm  in 
Figure 78. 

Output: A updated IMC graph,  . 

1: procedure , ,  
2:     foreach ∈  do 
3:         ∶ a	created	new	IMC	graph	node; 
4:         ← ;  
5:         ∶ 0;                                                             // The instantiation number of i. 
6:  
7:         // Evaluate the generic port set constraint of i to determine n. 
8:         if ∈  then                                        // holds a natural number. 
9:            ← 	 ;      
10:         elseif , ∈  then            //  represents an IMC semantic block.  
11:             ∶ , , ;         // The set of IMC graph nodes mapped  

                                                                                       // to and ⊆ . 
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12:             ← | |;         
13:         else                                                          // holds an expression over ISB and . 
14:             	 h 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	9 11; 
15:              	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ;          
16:         end if 
17:  
18:  // Use the substitute function of i, 	 , to determine the IMC semantic block, ,  

used to substitute i. 
19:         ∶ ;   
20:      
21:         // Finish the initialization of the new IMC graph node. 
22:         ∶ ; 

23:         ← ; 

24:         ← ; 

25:         ← ; 
26:         ← ∪ ; 
27:     end foreach 
28:     return ; 
29:  
30: end procedure 

 

Figure 80. Algorithm to Instantiate IMC Dynamic Blocks. 

Figure 81 below exemplifies the instantiation of the ORINIJ IMC dynamic block using the 

algorithm in Figure 80. First of all, the generic port set constraint “#AEFZC 3” is evaluated 

to 9 as there are three IMC specification nodes, T1_01, T1_01A, and T1_02 (Figure 81 (a)), 

mapped to the AEFZC IMC semantic block (Figure 81 (b)). Then, the OR9 IMC semantic 

block is chosen from the list of substituting IMC semantic blocks to instantiate the ORINIJ 

IMC graph node (Figure 81 (c)). 
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Figure 81. IMC Dynamic Block Instantiation: (a) IMC Specification Model, (b) Excerpt from 

GP_AutoBagSource IMC Pattern, and (c) Instantiated IMC Graph Node. 

After all the IMC dynamic blocks are instantiated, the last step is to connect the IMC graph 

nodes using the algorithm in Figure 82. 
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Input: An  IMC  graph,  〈 , 〉 ,  the  IMC  pattern  to  be  applied,  	
〈 , , , 〉, and the simple key‐value table,  , returned by the algorithm in 
Figure 78. 

Output: A updated IMC graph,  , with IMC graph nodes connected. 

1: procedure , ,  
2:  
3:     foreach ∈  do 
4:         ∶ 0;                                                             // The instantiation number of i. 
5:   
6:         // Evaluate the instantiation constraint of i to determine n. 
7:         if 1 then                                                
8:            ← 1;      
9:         elseif , ∈  then           //  represents an IMC semantic block.  
10:             ∶ , , ;       // The set of IMC graph nodes mapped to  

                                                                                      //  and  ⊆ . 

11:             ← | |;         
12:         end if 
13:  
14:         if 0 then  

15:             ∶ ;                            // Source dynamic port constraint of i. 
16:             ∶ ;                           // Destination dynamic port constraint of i. 
17:          
18:             if 1 then 

19:                 ← 〈 , 〉;                // Evaluate the source of g 

20:                 ← 〈 , 〉;               // Evaluate the destination of g                              
21:                 ← ∪ ;  
22:             else 
23:                 ∶ ; 
24:                 while 0 do 
25:                     ∶ a	created	new	graph	node	connection; 
26:                  
27:                     ← 〈 , , 〉;         // Evaluate the source of g 

28:                     ← 〈 , , 〉;         // Evaluate the destination of g 
29:                  
30:                     ← ∪ ;   
31:                     ← 1 ; 
32:                 end while 
33:             end if 
34:     end foreach 
35:     return ; 
36:  
37: end procedure 

 

Figure 82. Algorithm to Connect IMC Graph Nodes. 
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Figure 83 illustrates the result of performing the algorithm in Figure 82 on the dynamic 

connections between the AEFZC IMC semantic block and the ORINIJ dynamic block. Firstly, 

for each dynamic connection, the instantiation constraint, di, is evaluated to determine the 

number of graph connections to be instantiated. Then, the source and destination port 

constraints are evaluated to determine the sources and destinations of the graph connections. 

(a)
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4
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Figure 83. Instantiation of Dynamic Connections: (a) Excerpt from GP_AutoBagSource IMC Pattern and 

(b) Corresponding IMC Graph. 

The evaluation results of the constraints on each dynamic connection are tabulated in Table 

12 below. 
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Table 12. Evaluation of Constraints on Dynamic Connections.  

Dynamic 
Connection 

Constraint Evaluated Result 

CFG_PC_F 
 

ORINIJ.IN 

dic=#AEFZC 3 

scn=#aefzc.CFG_PC_F 
T1_01.CFG_PC_F; T1_01A.CFG_PC_F; 
T1_02.CFG_PC_F 

dcn=#ORINIJ.IN{1+3×#AEFZC} ORINIJ.IN1; ORINIJ.IN4; ORINIJ.IN7 

CFG_P2_F 
 

ORINIJ.IN 

dic=#AEFZC 3 

scn=#AEFZC.CFG_P2_F 
T1_01.CFG_P2_F; T1_01A.CFG_P2_F; 
T1_02.CFG_P2_F 

dcn=#ORINIJ.IN{2+3×#AEFZC} ORINIJ.IN2; ORINIJ.IN5; ORINIJ.IN8 

CFG_P3_F 
 

ORINIJ.IN 

dic=#AEFZC 3 

scn=#AEFZC.CFG_P3_F 
T1_01.CFG_P3_F; T1_01A.CFG_P3_F; 
T1_02.CFG_P3_F 

dcn=#ORINIJ.IN{3+3×#AEFZC} ORINIJ.IN3; ORINIJ.IN6; ORINIJ.IN9 

Figure 84 presents the resultant IMC graph after sequentially applying the RESTART (Figure 
68), MCP (Figure 70), and GP_AutoBagSource (Figure 69) IMC patterns.  

 
Figure 84. IMC Graph after Applying RESTART, MCP, and GP_AutoBagSource IMC Patterns. 

Now, return to the main process of the buildability check in Figure 71, after the IMC pattern 

application sub-process, the semantic checking sub-process is performed to validate the 
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intermediate IMC graph. If all iterations of semantic checking are passed, the final IMC 

graph is valid and can be used to generate the target IEC 61499 application. In case of invalid 

IMC graph, according to the results of semantic checking, the errors regarding the design of 

IMC specification model are reported. As illustrated in Figure 85 during the semantic 

checking process, the IMC semantic attributes of each IMC semantic block in the applied 

IMC pattern are checked. If any of the IMC semantic attributes is violated, such as an IMC 

semantic block with “[use]=prerequisite” attribute is not mapped by any IMC specification 

node, the associated IMC semantic block are recorded with the violation details. As each 

IMC semantic block represents a class of IMC specification nodes, therefore based on the 

result of semantic checking, high-level suggestions can be generated. For instance, if no IMC 

specification node is mapped to a required IMC semantic block, then the details regarding the 

missing IMC specification node can be reported.  

 

Figure 85. Process of Semantic Checking. 

At last, the target IEC 61499 application can be generated by examining the port mapping 

functions and the implementation function block type of each IMC graph node in the 

generated IMC graph following the steps shown in Figure 86.  

 

Figure 86. Generation Process of IEC 61499 Application. 
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Figure 87 below presents the final IEC 61499 application generated for the example four-

segment conveyor line used in this chapter.  

 

Figure 87. Generated IEC 61499 Application. 

5.4. Remarks 

This chapter has presented a knowledge-based model generation approach that transforms a 

PIM called IMC specification model to a PSM called IMC graph based on the concept of 

IMC. To bridge the semantic gap between the high-level domain knowledge unified in the 

IMC specification model and the concrete implementation details in the IMC graph, the 

notion of IMC pattern has been formally proposed. Each IMC pattern generalizes all the 

structural and behavioural preconditions for an IMC to function properly. Through the 

process of buildability check, IMC patterns are systematically applied to the given IMC 

specification model to generate the target IMC graph. This IMC graph can then be converted 

to an IEC 61499 application automatically.  With the formal definitions of IMC specification 

model, IMC pattern, IMC graph, and the buildability check process, for the first time, 

codified rules can be applied to automate the PIM-to-PSM model transformation process for 

the IMC model-driven development with IEC 61499. 
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Chapter 6. Intelligent Mechatronic Component Mark-up 

Language 

The IEC 61499 standard is designed to support the interoperability of control devices and the 

portability of software tools from different vendors. It standardized an open, component-

oriented, and implementation-independent architecture for describing control software of 

ACSs. However, the design, development, and implementation of ACSs involve a variety of 

engineering methodologies, industrial standards, and specialized technologies. This leads to a 

heterogeneous tool landscape and an interdisciplinary engineering process. The portability 

and interoperability offered by the IEC 61499 standard only covers the development phase of 

control software partially. For other engineering phases, different domain-specific tools, often 

with proprietary data model and incompatible file formats, are used. Currently, the 

interoperability among these tools is mainly achieved by converting the data from one 

domain to another based on predefined data interfaces either manually or semi-automatically 

[67, 71, 154]. As new tools are involved or new features are added to existing tools, the effort 

on the implementation and maintenance of data interfaces will be enormous. The inability to 

exchange data among the heterogeneous engineering tools efficiently while maintaining the 

data consistency incurs additional difficulties, time, and consequent costs on the development.  

The IMC MDD approach proposed in this thesis provides a common information model, the 

IMC specification model, to which various domain specifications can be unified. The 
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platform-independent specifications abstracted in it can be consistently transformed to data 

models for different domain tools. This addresses the issue of tool interoperability based on 

point-to-point data interfaces. To achieve the generic data exchange, the Intelligent 

Mechatronic Component Mark-up Language (IMCML) is proposed to provide the required 

data representation format for the meta-models, such as IMC specification model, IMC 

pattern, IMC graph, and IMC repository, previously defined in this thesis. The IMCML is 

defined based on the Computer Aided Engineering eXchange (CAEX) meta-language from 

the IEC 62424 standard [68]. The XML-based syntaxes and open file format allow the 

IMCML to be easily incorporated into existing development frameworks. 

This chapter is organized as follows. First of all, Section 6.1 outlines the preliminaries of 

CAEX and the syntactic mechanism it provides for defining domain-specific languages. Then, 

in Section 6.2 details of the IMCML are elaborated. In particular, the methodology used to 

represent the IMC concepts and meta-models are described. Finally, this chapter will 

conclude with a discussion with AutomationML [66] in Section 6.3. 

6.1. IEC 62424 CAEX Preliminaries 

The IEC 62424 standard was published in 2008 with the original aim to specify the 

representation of process control engineering requests in Process & Instrumentation Diagram 

(P&ID) along with the data exchange mechanism between different P&ID tools and 

Computer Aided Engineering tools. In order to implement a generic data exchange 

mechanism, an abstract object-oriented data format called Computer Aided Engineering 

eXchange (CAEX) was developed. Although CAEX is initially designed for the engineering 

in process industries, it has been adopted by AutomationML [66] as the technical basement to 

achieve seamless data storage and exchange covering all aspects of automation engineering 

activities from plant topology planning and functional engineering to the final commissioning. 

Indeed, CAEX can be applied to all types of static object information.  

The essence of CAEX is the XML-based CAEX schema, which unites model and meta-

model techniques into a single template. As a meta-language, CAEX provides a syntactic but 

flexible means for defining specific semantics and structure on the stored object information. 

On the other hand, CAEX standardizes an object-oriented way of storing information to 

establish a generic data exchanging mechanism. Therefore, a CAEX file created in a specific 

application can also be recognized by other applications supporting CAEX model but with 
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further interpretation of the stored information. This decoupling mechanism preserves the 

data integrity while allowing heterogeneous manipulation on the data objects. 

Figure 88 below outlines the top-level view of the CAEX schema, which describes the valid 

structure of a CAEX file and the relationships between the main meta-data. 

 

Figure 88. Top-Level View of CAEX Schema. 

The root element of CAEX schema is called CAEXFile, which contains the definitions of 

three class libraries: 

 SystemUnitClassLib is a library listing objects of type SystemUnitClass, which can be 

used to describe object information in the forms of Attributes and ExternalInterface. 

A SystemUnitClass can also contain instances of other SystemUnitClasses. These 

instances are referred to as InternalElements, which can be recursively nested. At last, 

the SupportedRoleClass specifies which RoleClass this SystemUnitClass implements; 

 RoleClassLib collects objects of type RoleClass as a tree. Each RoleClass specifies 

the abstract semantics and functionality to be implemented by a SystemUnitClass or 

an InternalElement as a set of Attributes and ExternalInterfaces; and, 
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 InterfaceClassLib arranges InterfaceClass types as a tree. InterfaceClasses can be 

used to define interfaces and relations for RoleClasseses and SystemUnitClasses.  

The class types listed above can be instantiated and stored in InstanceHierarchy to structure 

the system being modelled. By using a reference mechanism and hierarchical structures, 

CAEX supports the concepts of inheritance and composition on class types and instances.  

6.2. The Intelligent Mechatronic Component Mark-up Language 

The IMCML is designed following the methodology proposed in [71] for defining domain-

specific languages based on the linguistic meta-models of CAEX. In general, the concepts of 

IMC described in Chapter 3 and the meta-models defined in Chapter 5 form the lexicon of 

IMCML. This lexicon is represented in a SystemUnitClassLib with individual IMC concepts 

and meta-models expressed as SystemUnitClasses. Concrete implementations of the concepts 

and meta-models stored in external files can be linked to these SystemUnitClasses using a 

predefined InterfaceClassLib. The syntax of IMCML is specified using the lexicon 

SystemUnitClassLib with a RoleClasslib defining the rules for combining the IMC concepts 

and meta-models. Figure 89 shows the overall structure of IMCML.   

 
Figure 89. Overall Structure of IMCML. 
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In particular, the SystemUnitClassLib IMCML_SUL specifies the lexicon of IMCML; the 

RoleClassLib IMCMLIndicator_RCL defines the combining rules; and the InterfaceClassLib 

IMCML_ICL provides the interfaces for linking external files. The rest of this section will 

elaborate the details of these class libraries. 

The InterfaceClassLib IMCML_ICL contains two InterfaceClasses, IEC61499Interface and 

FilePath as presented in Figure 90. The IEC61499Interface is used to associate an IEC 61499 

entity, such as function block types, applications, and event inputs and outputs, to a 

SystemUnitClass defined in the IMCML_SUCL. The Attribute IEC61499File specifies the 

path to the IEC 61499 file and the Attribute refEntity indicates the name of the IEC 61499 

entity to be associated. Moreover, InterfaceClass FilePath can be used to link external file. 

 

Figure 90. InterfaceClassLib IMCML_ICL. 

The RoleClassLib IMCMLIndicator_RCL, as shown in Figure 91, defines three indicator 

RoleClasses describing the ways to combine instances of SystemUnitClasses in IMCML. 

Each indicator RoleClass has two Attributes, maxOccurs and minOccurs, identifying the 

maximum and minimum multiplicities of the associated instance of SystemUnitClass. The 

interpretations of each indicator RoleClass are summarized below: 

 all: instances of SystemUnitClasses can appear in any order; 

 choice: only one instance of the listed SystemUnitClasses can occur; and, 

 sequence: instances of SystemUnitClasses must appear in the specified order. 

The usages of these indicator RoleClasses will be exemplified next. 
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Figure 91. RoleClassLib IMCMLIndicator_RCL. 

The IMC concepts and meta-models previously defined in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 are 

represented as SystemUnitClasses in the SystemUnitClassLib IMCML_SUCL. In principle, 

primitive concepts are represented as SystemUnitClasses with Attributes while complex 

concepts are represented as SystemUnitClasses with InternalElements and Attributes. For 

example, each tuple element of the port defined in Definition 3.2 is represented as an 

Attribute of the SystemUnitClass Port_SUC as shown in Figure 92. The IEC61499Interface 

IEC61499PortMapping is used to link the IEC 61499 implementation of this port. 

 

Figure 92. SystemUnitClass Port_SUC. 

SystemUnitClasses representing primitive concepts can be instantiated as InternalElements to 

form more complex SystemUnitClasses for advanced concepts. For instance, the above 
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Port_SUC is instantiated as InternalElement in the SemanticPortType_SUC to represent the 

semantic port type concept defined in Definition 3.3. To specify how the concepts can be 

combined, the corresponding indicator RoleClass is used. As shown in Figure 93, the 

InternalElement Port is associated with the RoleClass sequence, whose attributes minOccurs 

and maxOccurs are set to zero and undefined respectively. This RoleClass sequence specifies 

that this SemanticPortType_SUC can have unlimited instances of the Port_SUC.  

 

Figure 93. SystemUnitClass SemanticPortType_SUC. 

The above SemanticPortType_SUC with other SystemUnitClasses form the top-level 

SystemUnitClass IMCRepository_SUC representing the structure of IMC repository as shown 

in Figure 94. Following the same approach, the SystemUnitClasses for other meta-models, 

such as IMC specification model, IMC pattern, and IMC graph, defined in Chapter 5 can be 

defined. These SystemUnitClasses provide all the necessary templates for storing the 

concrete data for the proposed IMC MDD approach. The complete IMCML definition can be 

found in Appendix A.  
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Figure 94. SystemUnitClass IMCRepository_SUC. 

6.3. Discussion 

The IMCML presented in this chapter provides the means for storing the data required and 

generated by the proposed IMC MDD approach. The basis of IMCML is the CAEX generic 

data exchange format proposed in the IEC 62424 standard. In general, the design of IMCML 

follows the philosophy of AutomationML, where the CAEX provides the backbone for 

linking information from various domains. The main purpose of AutomationML is to provide 

a generic data format to support the seamless data exchange among existing engineering tools. 

The IMCML goes one step further to integrate the generic data exchange mechanism with a 

model-driven engineering methodology. On the other hand, in AutomationML control logics 

are programmed using IEC 61131-3 Sequence Function Chart and stored as PLCopen XML 

files. The IMCML extends this by supporting the IEC 61499 standard. Moreover, as the 

IMCML complies with the CAEX XML schema, therefore it is automatically supported by 

tools for CAEX, such as the AutomationML Editor [66].  
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Chapter 7. Development Tool Chain and Case Study 

The previous chapters have presented the theoretical foundations of the proposed IMC MDD 

approach for ACSs. This chapter will demonstrate its feasibility by presenting the practical 

case study conducted during this research. In particular, a tool chain called BlokCAD for 

designing airport BHS based on the IMC MDD approach will be illustrated. This 

development tool chain aims to adapt the IMC design methodology and the IEC 61499 

function block standard to the existing industrial development process. 

The overall design flow based on the BlokCAD tool chain is depicted in Figure 95. The tool 

chain consists of three tools: 

 BlokIDE for CAD parsing and model generation; 

 IMCML Editor for converting IEC 61499 files into IMCML files; and, 

 Vis3D for rendering 3D simulation models. 

In general, the design process begins with parsing a CAD file in BlokIDE, where an IMC 

specification model based on the CAD drawing is generated. This IMC specification model 

can be then transformed into an IEC 61499 application for nxtStudio, where 2D closed-loop 

simulation can be performed. The same IMC specification model can also be used by Vis3D 
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for 3D simulation model rendering. The IMCML Editor, on the other hand, facilitates the 

conversion of existing IEC 61499 files into the IMCML format. 

 

Figure 95. BlokCAD Design Flow. 

Due to confidentiality agreements, the application of the BlokCAD tool chain will only be 

outlined in the next section. 

7.1. Case Study on Glidepath TestRig Baggage Handling System 

As mentioned in Section 1.1.2, typical design process of BHS starts with a CAD drawing 

specifying the system’s physical layout. For example, Figure 96 schematically shows the 

initial layout of the Glidepath [155] TestRig BHS used in this case study. The initial TestRig 

BHS consists of 14 conveyors connected as a loop. Each conveyor can equip with a 

maximum of three photoeyes.  
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Figure 96. Initial Design of TestRig BHS. 

The IEC 61499 function block models of the components used by this TestRig BHS were 

initially developed by Shaw and Yoong in [28] and further extended and ported to nxtStudio 

for the BlokCAD tool chain by Shaw. Each of the TestRig BHS components is modelled 

following the MVC design paradigm described in Chapter 3. For example, Figure 97 shows 

the ConveyorCAT function block providing a generalized model for all the conveyors used in 

the TestRig BHS. By configuring the data inputs, this ConveyorCAT function block can 

model conveyors with different dimensions, shapes, photoeye positions, and so on. In 

additional to the Model, View, and Controller function blocks, a helper ViewPubl function 

block is used to publish the visualization data from the Model function block to the address 

specified by the data input ConveyorCAT.ToEDVisAddr. This allows the model to be 

rendered by other tools. 
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Figure 97. ConveyorCAT Function Block: (a) Interface and (b) Content. 

Before these function block models can be used in BlokCAD, they must be converted into the 

IMCML format. As exemplified in Figure 97 (a), the function block models can have quite a 

large number of inputs and outputs, which makes the manual conversion time-consuming and 

error-prone. Therefore, the IMCML Editor shown in Figure 98 has been developed to 

automate such conversion and to facilitate the creation of IMCML files. The IMCML Editor 

can import IEC 61499 files into new or existing IMCML files. It also allows additional IMC 

semantics to be specified based on the imported function block data. 
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Figure 98. IMCML Editor. 

Once the function block models are converted into the IMCML format, they can be used in 

the BlokIDE for model generation. The BlokIDE first parses the TestRig CAD drawing to 

extract the predefined metadata in it as shown in Figure 99. Currently, BlokIDE supports 

AutoCAD [156] DWG and DFX file formats.  

 

Figure 99. Blok IDE. 
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The metadata will be used to construct the initial IMC specification model of the TestRig 

BHS and exported to an IMCML file. If required, additional domain specifications can also 

be added to the IMC specification model by editing the IMCML file. Figure 100 illustrates 

the completed IMC specification model for the TestRig BHS, where the dimensions, 

coordinates, and topological relationships of the conveyors are specified.  

 

Figure 100. BlokIDE: Complete IMC Specification Model. 

Based on the IMC specification model and the library of function block models with their 

IMC patterns, the BlokIDE can automatically generate the IEC 61499 application 

implementing the closed-loop model for the TestRig BHS. Figure 101 presents the overall 

internal structure of the generated IEC 61499 application. 
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Figure 101. Generated IEC 61499 Application for the Initial TestRig BHS. 

Due to the MVC design, the generated IEC 61499 application can be directly simulated in 

nxtStudio as shown in Figure 102, where motion of baggage, speed of conveyor, and 

emergency can all be simulated. This can also be used to provide the Supervisory Control and 

Data Acquisition (SCADA) functions.  

 

Figure 102. TestRig BHS 2D Simulation in nxtStudio. 

Incremental and iterative design processes are also supported by the BlokCAD tool chain. For 

instance, as presented in Figure 103 two merging conveyor lines have been added to the 
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initial design of the TestRig BHS. Without further changes, by feeding the new CAD drawing 

to BlokIDE the simulation model for the new layout of TestRig BHS can be automatically 

generated and executed in nxtStudio as shown in Figure 104. 

 

Figure 103. Modified TestRig BHS Design. 

 

Figure 104. 2D Simulation of Modified TestRig BHS. 

The open and generic data format of IMCML files ensures the integrity of stored information 

during data exchange between different tools. This has also been demonstrated in the 
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BlokCAD tool chain. The Vis3D tool is developed to render the IMC specification model in 

the IMCML file using the Unity 3D engine [157]. Based on the layout information and 

configuration settings stored in the IMCML file, Vis3D is able to construct the 3D model, for 

example, of the TestRig BHS as presented in Figure 105. By receiving the data published by 

the ViewPubl function blocks of the conveyor models, operations of the TestRig BHS can be 

visualized in a 3D environment.  

 

Figure 105. 3D Simulation of TestRig BHS using Unity 3D Engine. 

7.2. Discussion 

At early development phrases, simulation validation is often the main option for validating 

the design of a BHS. After specifying the plant layout, simulation validation is conducted to 

verify the process logic and throughput metric of the BHS. In particular, the process logic 

validation checks the correctness of predefined BHS operation rules for diverting, merging, 

sorting, and baggage routing by observing the simulation. During the simulation runs, 

throughput rates at key points of the BHS are calculated and compared with the required 

throughput metrics. The implementation of the simulation models for validating the BHS 

design is usually outsourced to specialist companies, where simulation models are developed 

using proprietary software and charged on a per design basis. This modelling process can 
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take several months depending on the size of the BHS. After the simulation validation, the 

structure of the PLC-based control system can be determined and the control software can 

then be implemented. Moreover, a prototype plant must be constructed physically to test and 

debug the control software. This so-called factory acceptance testing (FAT) is difficult and 

costly. On the other hand, most airports are constantly expanding and upgrading. As 

discussed in Chapter 1, constrained by the reusability and reconfigurability of PLC, the re-

design efforts and costs of the control software are enormous.  

The development tool chain presented in this chapter demonstrates an integrated solution to 

the above issues. With the BlokCAD tool chain, the design process of a BHS can be outlined 

in Figure 106 according to the classic V-Model [158]. In the new design process, no physical 

system is required to test the control software until the final site acceptance testing (SAT). 

The process logic and throughput metric can be validated using the automatically generated 

closed-loop simulation model. More importantly, the control logics implemented in the 

closed-loop model can be directly deployed to the control devices. Furthermore, since the 

control software is implemented using IEC 61499 function blocks in a component-oriented 

way, the software components are much reusable than the monolithic PLC code. Finally, the 

modular control design and the flexible deployment mechanism of IEC 61499 applications 

also facilitate the constant expansion and upgrade of the BHS.  

 

Figure 106. V-Model Design Process of BHS.  
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It is expected that the initial establishment of the IMC model library will take a considerable 

amount of time. However, in domains such as BHS, design components are usually 

standardized and highly repetitive, which facilitates the model development process. 

Moreover, once the new model has been created and validated its design quality can be 

assured in subsequent applications.  

Based on the statistics provided by a BHS company, the time and costs spent on control 

software development for a typical BHS with 10 to 20 sub-systems, which are similar to the 

TestRig, are summarized in Table 13. As previously mentioned, development of the BHS 

simulation model is outsourced and charged on a per design basis. Any major change in the 

process logic will require a new simulation model and hence incur additional expenses. Once 

validated, the process logic must be manually translated to the PLC code accompanying with 

the SCADA development. On the other hand, a prototype system is usually built to test and 

debug the control software during the FAT. The results of FAT will significantly affect the 

final SAT. In general, the more accurate the FAT results, the less time will be spent on SAT.  

Table 13. Estimated Reduction in Development Time and Costs using the BlokCAD Approach. 

 
Typical BHS with existing 

approach 

TestRig 
with 

BlokCAD 

Estimated typical 
BHS with 
BlokCAD 

Tasks Cost Hours Cost/Hour Hours Cost Hours 

Software 
Testing 

FAT $135,592 1182 $115 336 $104,302 1182 
SAT $262,831 3738 $70 N/A $262,831 3738 

Software 
Development 

Control 
Software 

$263,630 3911 $67 336 $219,692 3259 

SCADA $58,208 886 $66 0 $0 0 

Simulation 
Validation 

Modelling $52,650 1440 $37 1950 $71,297 1950 

Total $772,911 11157 N/A 2622 $658,121 10129 
Reduction without models 15% 9% 

Reduction with existing models 24% 27% 

In the same table, the breakdown of hours spent on the development tasks of the TestRig case 

study is also illustrated. It can be noted that most of the hours are spent on the modelling task. 

The developed closed-loop simulation model contains not only the plant model but also the 

visualization for SCADA and the control code. With the closed-loop plant-controller model, 

the FAT is conducted by running the simulation model. In order to estimate the possible 

reduction in development time and costs of the typical BHS using the BlokCAD tool chain, 

the actual cost-per-hour rates are applied. In the estimation, the FAT takes the same amount 

of hours but with different costs. This is because the number of tests remains the same 
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regardless of whether they are conducted on a prototype system or a simulation model. 

However, using the simulation model generated by BlokCAD no prototype system must be 

built and hence reduce the costs. Moreover, as the SCADA is already part of the simulation 

model, therefore no further resource is spent on this task. Finally, as shown in Table 13, 

developing the typical BHS using the BlokCAD tool chain can potentially save 15% of the 

costs and 9% of the time if no simulation models have been previously developed. These 

savings can increase up to 24% and 27% respectively with existing simulation models. 

Further metrics regarding the design, reconfigurability, and reusability of the control software 

cannot be quantitatively compared without closely analysing the actual PLC code of the 

aforementioned typical BHS. As a result, Table 14 summarizes some qualitative comparisons 

between the conventional PLC approach and the proposed IMC MDD approach with IEC 

61499.  

Table 14. Qualitative Comparisons between Conventional PLC and IMC MDD Approaches. 

 Conventional PLC  
MDD with IEC 

61499 
Enabling 

technology 

Code reusability 
constrained by global variable 

and cyclic scan-based 
execution model 

highly reusable 
IMC, IEC 

61499 

Control modularity 
monolithic or closely coupled 
with hardware access method 

component-oriented, 
conform to mechanical 

design 

IMC, IEC 
61499 

Data exchange proprietary, data interfaces open, unified 
IMCML, IEC 
62424 CAEX 

Simulation model per design 
automatically 

generated 
MDD, IMC 

Reconfigurability/ 
Control distribution 

constrained by the control 
hardware configuration 

flexible, independent to 
control hardware 

MDD, IMC, 
IEC 61499 

Though demonstrated on BHS, the IMC MDD approach proposed in this thesis and the 

developed BlokCAD tool chain can be applied to other ACSs in general. This can be 

evidenced by the MEDEIA project [18], which also proposed a model-driven component-

based development approach for industrial automation systems. The core design concept of 

the MEDEIA approach is very similar to IMC. The MEDEIA project identified that model-

driven engineering approach can improve the productivity of system development and reduce 

the system design time of the European industrial automation sector by 25% [159].  
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Chapter 8. Conclusions and Future Work 

8.1. Conclusions 

In the domain of industrial automation, the increasing use of decentralized control logic and 

the exponential growth of system complexity have been drastically shifting the traditional 

centralized design paradigm towards a more component-oriented engineering approach. 

Future Automation and Control Systems (ACSs) will be highly reconfigurable and 

customizable for the rapidly and continuously changing markets [4, 94]. Reconfiguration of 

existing ACSs is achieved at hardware level by rearranging the modular mechatronic 

components, which have standardized functions and interfaces. However, significant amount 

of manual reprogramming is still required for the control systems [7]. Moreover, it has been 

predicted that over the following 15 years, the software engineering costs for building ACSs 

will account for 80% of the overall system costs [160]. Thus, reusable control software and 

reconfigurable control architecture will be the key for reducing development costs and time.  

Currently, Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) are the most dominant control devices 

used in existing ACSs. The PLC software architecture and programming techniques 

standardized in IEC 61131-3 [8] are de facto development paradigm for current industrial 

control software. However, PLC programs are usually monolithic and closely coupled with 

the hardware. This significantly constrains the reusability and reconfigurability of the control 
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software. On the other hand, validation of the entire PLC program is often deferred to the late 

development stages when fault identification and correction are costly and time-consuming. 

The IEC 61499 Function Block standard [26] as the successor to the IEC 61131-3 PLC 

establishes an open, component-oriented, and platform-independent software development 

framework for ACSs. It is aimed to improve the deficiencies of the PLC design paradigm 

regarding the reusability, reconfigurability, interoperability, and distribution of industrial 

control software. This thesis focuses on the applications of the IEC 61499 standard in the 

Model-Driven Development (MDD) paradigm to address the reusability and validation issues 

of current industrial control software development.  

The main focus of MDD is on the modelling and the use of models as the primary technique 

for software development. Therefore, this thesis started with the systematic modelling of 

distributed ACSs. Chapter 3 first presented the formal definition of the Intelligent 

Mechatronic Component (IMC) concept, which provides the basis of the hierarchical 

component-based modelling architecture for developing closed-loop models of ACSs. Each 

IMC is an abstraction unifies a mechatronic component, an embedded control device, and a 

set of software components. Control software of IMCs can be organized following the same 

mechanical or functional structure of the physical system, where complex components are 

hierarchically composed from simpler components. The software components of an IMC are 

implemented as a set of IEC 61499 function blocks following the Layered Model-View-

Controller pattern [47], which provides the closed-loop plant-controller simulation model for 

the IMC. The IMC modelling methodology and the corresponding IEC 61499 function block 

implementation pathway have underpinned the subsequent stages of the IMC MDD approach 

proposed in this thesis.  

In Chapter 4, a novel control architecture unifying the time-driven and event-driven control 

models for designing distributed control logic has been proposed. This Time-Complemented 

Event-Driven (TCED) control architecture addressed the synchronization issue of distributed 

control logics at different hierarchies of complex control systems based on IMC. Foundations 

of this symbiosis are the IEC 61499 standard providing the event-driven distributed control 

architecture and the IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [48] establishing the basis for 

precise time synchronization. This TCED control architecture combines the expressiveness of 

event-driven programming with high performance and determinism of time-driven control.  
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The closed-loop IMC modelling methodology and the TCED control architecture established 

the foundation of the IMC MDD approach. Chapter 5 elucidated the developed knowledge-

based function block model generation techniques, which addressed the issue of automatic 

generation of IEC 61499 applications from high-level design specifications. This has been 

achieved through the use of IMC Specification Models and IMC Patterns. Firstly, physical 

plant topology and other domain specifications are unified into an IMC specification model, 

which serves as the Platform Independent Model (PIM) for model transformation. This PIM 

is then elaborated with the platform-specific data and semantics defined in the referenced 

IMC patterns to synthesize the concrete IEC 61499 application.  

Chapter 6 investigated issues of consistent data exchange in the heterogeneous tool landscape 

of ACSs. The proposed IMC MDD approach involves a variety of tools and file formats. To 

enable the seamless interoperability of different tools, the Intelligent Mechatronic Component 

Mark-up Language (IMCML) as an extension to the IEC 62424 Computer Aided Engineering 

eXchange (CAEX) standard [68] has been proposed. The IMCML provides a systematic 

representation format allowing the data produced at various stages of the IMC MDD 

approach to be unified in a central place. This reduces the needs of complex data interfaces 

between different software tools. 

The techniques and methodology presented in this thesis were evaluated in Chapter 7. A 

prototype tool chain has been developed and applied for the airport baggage handling system 

(BHS) in a case study. The tool chain parses in layouts of BHS and generates corresponding 

closed-loop simulation models based on IEC 61499 function blocks. These simulation models 

allow the BHS control software to be validated without physical test systems. Comparing to 

existing development approach, the proposed IMC MDD approach can improve the 

reusability of control software for ACS with reduced development time and costs. 

8.2. Perspectives and Future Work 

This thesis has investigated the applicability of IEC 61499 function block standard in the 

model-driven development paradigm for industrial automation and control systems. Most of 

the main aspects of model-driven development have been covered in this research course. 

This section highlights some of the other aspects that can be further developed for future 

improvement. 
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 Automatic unification of domain specifications: The IMC specification model 

proposed in Chapter 5 provides a platform-independent model for unifying various 

domain specifications. A prototype tool has also been developed to generate IMC 

specification models based on meta-data parsed from CAD files for airport bagging 

handling systems. However, ACSs are used in a huge variety of domains. Therefore, 

different parsing tools must be developed for each individual domain specification 

format. Alternatively, templates generalizing the commonality of various domains can 

be used to formalize the creation and formatting of domain specifications. This will 

significantly facilitate the data unification process. Investigation on such templates 

has been conducted for the domains of manufacturing plants, energy production, and 

robotic systems [61]. 

 Application of Web Ontology Languages: In this research, the XML-based mark-up 

language IMCML provides the metadata and syntax for specifying IMC patterns. All 

the syntactic and structural relationships among the IMC pattern entities can be 

described in IMCML. However, not all the semantic information of an IMC pattern 

can be specified in IMCML due to the nature of XML. Therefore, the missing 

semantic rules must be coded in the IMC pattern parser. This issue can be addressed 

by complementing the IMCML with Web Ontology Languages [161] to form a 

pattern ontology, where both syntactic and semantic knowledge can be specified.  

 IMC pattern editor: The IMC patterns presented in Chapter 5 are manually drawn and 

stored textually. A graphical editor enabling the composition, modification, and 

combination of IMC patterns is necessary for the practical use. 

 Generic layout parsing: The current implementation of layout parsing is achieved by 

reading predefined metadata stored in a CAD file. A more advanced approach is to 

use geometric inference to identify and correlate the geometric objects stored in the 

CAD file.   
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Appendix A. Intelligent Mechatronic Component Mark-up 

Language 

This appendix provides the complete XML representations of the CAEX templates defined in 

Chapter 6 for storing IMCML data, including IMC specification model, IMC pattern, IMC 

graph, and IMC repository.  

A.1. Interface Class Library  
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A.2. Role Class Library 

 

A.3. System Unit Class Library 

A.3.1. Port System Unit Class 
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A.3.2. Semantic Port Type System Unit Class 

 

A.3.3. Functional Module Type System Unit Class 

 

A.3.4. Semantic Port Connection System Unit Class 
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A.3.5. IMC Application Type System Unit Class 
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A.3.6. IMC Application Network System Unit Class 
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A.3.7. IMC Repository System Unit Class 

 

A.3.8. IMC Property System Unit Class 

 

A.3.9. Semantic Port Mapping System Unit Class 
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A.3.10. IMC Specification Node System Unit Class 

 

A.3.11. IMC Specification Model System Unit Class 

 

A.3.12. IMC Semantic Attribute System Unit Class 
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A.3.13. Property Mapping Constraint System Unit Class 

 

A.3.14. IMC Semantic Block Unit Class 
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A.3.15. Referenced IMC Pattern System Unit Class 

 

A.3.16. Dynamic Connection System Unit Class 

 

A.3.17. IMC Dynamic Block System Unit Class 
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A.3.18. IMC Pattern System Unit Class 

 

A.3.19. Graph Node Connection System Unit Class 
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A.3.20. IMC Graph System Unit Class 

 

A.3.21. IMC Graph Node System Unit Class 
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